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Research suggests that preparedness Levers tend to be higher
in communities and societies that have repeatedly and recently
experienced the same kind of disasters (Fritz, !961). The

adoption of nitigation measures has also been found to vary
with the intensity of the damage experienced and the
socioeconomic characteristics of respondents (Jackson, Lggl_) .

rn fact, the literature arso suggests that preparedness level
tend to be high immediately following a storrn because of
increased awareness. This study investigates the extent to
which residents of Nevis adopted preparedness measures during
the passage of Hurricane Hugo in 1999 and the nature and.

extent of the adoption of rnitigative measures in the post-
Hurricane Hugo era.

A st.ructured questionnaire rÁ/as successfully administered

to 206 respondents on Nevis during the latter half of the L9g4

hurricane season. chi-square tests and descriptive statistics
were used to anaryze the data. The survey suggests that the

rack of disaster experience and the quarity of warnings

received by respondênts resulted in the relatively Iow rate of
preparedness adoption during Hurricane Hugo. contrary to
expectation, socioeconomic varj-ables were not significantly
associated with preparedness ad.option. However the intensity
of damag:e sustained during Hurricane Hugo vras found to be

signif icantry associated with the ad.option of rnitigative

i
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measures. Age rvas the only socioeconomic variable found to be

significantly associated with the adoption of nitigative
measures. An evaluation of scores on a hurricane preparedness

checklist suggests that respondents were comparatively well
prepared during the 1994 hurricane season. Given the general

unwilringness of residents to evacuate, the inadequate warning

received and the Iow lever of insurance coverage reported,
hurricane proofing and improved warnings should be pursued by

disaster protagonists.

Lt-
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Probably the greatest challenge facing mankind is finding
effective solutions to reduce the increasing losses from

naturar disasters. Despite remarkable progress in science and

technology in different spheres of rife and controlring
domains of the naturar worrd. today, only rimited. progress has

been attained in preventing naturar events frorn adversely
affecting' human and its habitat (Haque, j-989). rn the past 2o

years alone, disasters have killed about three and a harf
rnillion people and have caused. more than g4oo bil-lion in
losses worldwide (Duguay, i.994) . !.Ihire most of the material
losses have occurred in the Developed l{orrd, the overwhelming

najority of fatalities have been confined to the Developing

I'forld. It is academic consensus that the Developing Ï,Iorld. is
becoming more vurnerabre to disasters. some researchers
(susman, êt ê1., 1-982 and Baird, et aI., j.g7s) have exprained

the increased vulnerability of the Developing worrd usj_ng

dependency and rnarginalisation theories. Moreover, the
increased vulnerability of peopre to extreme physical events

seems intimately connected with the continuing process of
underdevelopment throughout the worrd (susrnan, et al., l_983).

The caribbean region is one such area that is increasingly
becoming vulnerable to disasters.

Cbapter f
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The caribbean has a rnulti-hazard history: floods,
hurricanes, storm surges, landsrides, earthquakes, droughts,
and volcanic eruptions have all impacted the isrands. Among

these hazards, earthquakes, hurricanes and volcanic eruptions
have been the most destructive. Each has caused ross of life
running into many thousands and property rosses equivalent to
hundreds of millions of dol-lars at present-day value (Tornbrin,

l-981). The last rnajor volcanic eruption in the region affected
Martinique and st. vj-ncent in rgo2 with zg,ooo and l-,565

fatalities respectiveryr, arbeit minor eruptions occurred. in
st. vincent in 1-979 and 1985 and Montserrat in l_995. sinirarry
the most recent rnajor earthquake stuck the Doininican RepubÌic

in 1946, killing 75 people and leaving 20,ooo people homeless

arthough severar others have caused minor damage across the
region. However, unlike earthquakes and vorcanic eruptions,
hurricanes have frequently ravaged the caribbean islands in
contemporary tines.

According to Lewis (t-990) srnall isrand states can be

expected to be in the path of tropical cycrones perhaps two or
three ti-mes a decade and often more frequently. Although this
prognosis has not hel-d true for the individuar islands,
collectively, the caribbean is often affected by several
hurricanes and severe tropi-cal storms in a single decade.

consequently, given their small size, vulnerabre population

and narro$r resource base, when hurricanes do strike they have

r Tb" iuformation is takeu from Tonblin, 1992:11.
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often severely aggravated the socioeconomic conditions in the

region. The destruction caused by these storms makes recovery

a daunting task especially in light of the parrous state of
their economies. For instance, some poor isrand communities

(the Dominican Republic in L979, Haiti, St. Lucia and St.

Vincent in 1980) have suffered damage from hurricanes

equivalent to 15 percent of their gross natural product

(Snith , 1992) . The human and social rarnif icati-ons of these

l-osses make increased vigilance at reducing future losses

imperative.

Despite improved hurricane warning throughout the

Caribbean and despite increased l-osses from hurricanes, there

appears to be low preparedness adoption levels amongi

residents. The reason for the generally low preparedness

Ievels is not fully understood. However, some studies (Burton,

Kates and Snead, L969) have shown that even when residents of
hazardous areas knew of the hurricane threat or even had past

experience, there is much variation in the adjustment measures

adopted. Conversely, in their study of human adjustrnent to the

earthquake hazard in San Francisco, (Jackson and Mukerjee,

L974) found that the number of adjustments adopted was related
to the numJrer of earthquakes experienced in the past. Other

factors which are known to affect the adoption of mitigative
measures include a$/areness of the hazard, frequency of the

event, âgê and education. However, several studies have shown

that these denographic factors do not consistently affect
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either perception or response to hazards (palm and Hodgson,

a992). Nevertheless, there is some premise for investigation
into human response to the hurricane threat in the caribbean.

I'ihile human response to hurricanes has been researched

for a long time, studies have been largely confined to the usA

(Baker and Patton , 1-97 4; Baumann and Sims , lg7 4) and

Bangradesh (rslam, r974; Haque and Bl-aj-r, L992) . There is
little evidence that simil-ar studies have been conducted in
the caribbean despite its having suf f ered imrnenseJ_y from

hurricanes throughout its recorded history. rn response to the
devastation caused by recent hurrj-canes, a few studies have

been undertaken but mainly to assess the impact of these

storms (williarns, 1988; Baker and Mill-er, Lggo; oliver and

Trol1ope, L98t-) and long term recovery of households (Berke,

et a1., l-993) . There is an apparent rack of research into
understanding the extent to which households prepare for and

implement rnitigati-on or precautionary adjustment measures to
reduce hurricane damage in the region.

This study seeks to explore the factors affecting the
adoption of hurricane initigation and. preparedness measures on

the caribbean isrand of Nevis. rt specifically seeks to
investigate the extent to which households irnplemented

preparedness measures prior to the onset of Hurricane Hugo.

AIso, the study seeks to explain the extent to which the

experience of Hurricane Hugo has resulted in the adoption

nitigation and preparedness neasures. rn addit,ion, aspects of



disaster management, on the island are also examined.

t.t Caribbean Surricanes - Eistory and Origins
the history of hurricanes and severe tropicar storms in

the region is not a recent one. The earliest reference to
these storms date back to the second voyage of christopher
corumbus (Lobdelr, i-989). vühile the exact number of storms

that have traversed the region is not known, various estimates
have been advanced. For instance, Lobdell (l-989) suggests that
there are references to as many as sOo hurricanes over the
period 1,494-1938. Based on the data reported by Dunn and

Mil1er, Lobdell has estimated as many as 3 r 500 storms over the
same period. conversely, the caribbean cyclone-Resistant
Housing Project Bulletin (L991) proposed. that over 2,ooo
cyclones ranging from tropical depressions to major hurricanes
have occurred in the region over the rast 5oo years, with over
500 hurricanes between 1886-L990 (Tab1e 1.1). whire the
frequency of these storms is questionable, their importance as

a persistent threat to the social and economic viability of
the islands is undoubted.

Despite their persistent threat, the frequency of storms

in any individuar country is relatively 1ow. This means that
in Índividuar island populations, substantial portions of the
population reach werl into adulthood. without ever
experiencingr, at first hand, the devastation which can forlow
in the wake of catastrophe (Mathurin, L992:3).

5



summary of caribbean Tropical storms and. Hurricanes

Type

TS

Total
Number

1886-199 0

TABLE 1.1

HC1

HC2

( 188 6-1ee 0 )

368

HC3

Example

l_51

HC4

L74

HC5

'NOEe

Alma

l_08

Katrina

Date of
event

64

Edirh

Aug. 1,97 4

ource: carl-þþean cycl-one-Resistant Housinq rnformat

consequently, the development of a werr established
subculture3 has not emerged throughout the istands to enable

them to effectively cope with hurricanes. Therefore, efforts

24

Eloise

Nov. 1981-

fsland
affected

FIora

Sep. 1-963

Gilbert

Sep. L975

Bulletin Issue No

Trinidad

2 Th" Saffir Simpson Scale categories hurricanes on a five poiut scale
þ-ase$ on the speed and damage potential, five being the highèst and onethe lowest. category 1 = Mininal (120 KB/h), categõry 2 = úoderate (160k¡n/h), category J = E¡lsn.eive (180 KD/h), category e poo kn/h), category5 = Catastrophic (24O lúlh) .

2 lhe.-co_ocept of disaster subculture eras first developed by Moore whodescribed it as 'those adjustnents, actual and potentiãr, social,psychological and, physical, which are used by residenis of such areas to
cope with disasters which bave struck or ¡¡hicb tradition indicates may
strike in the future,, (Eaunigan and Kuenenan, L97gt 131).

Sep. L963

Cuba

Sep. l-988

St. Lucia

Hispaniola

Tobago

Jamaica

ng on
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at reducing losses from future hurricanes and severe tropical
storms will depend on the implementation of effective
mitigation and preparedness programs in individ.ual
territories.

Earlier accounts of hurricanes often lamented the
destructiveness of these ttill fatedt storms and the hardship

and misery which followed. The destructiveness and

ramifications of hurricanes and tropical storms throughout the
region is well documented. It was not unconmon to have famines

following hurricanes in the isl-ands. For instance, one visitor
in Jamai-ca during the great hurricane of LTBo l-ater observed:

[I]t is not the destruction of whol_e districts---
the complete loss of produce---the ruin of stock,
and the demolition of aI1 kinds of works and
buildings on each estate, that we are principally
to consider. It is the total destruction of Lhoseprovisions, which constitutes the support and
existence of your Negroes---it is the inability,
and impossibility of procuring other provisions in
tine to keep them alive---it is sick without a
hospital---your infirn without shelter, and it is
the misery of beholding hundreds of wretched beings
wasti-ng around you, clamouring f or food, and
inploring that assistance which you cannot bestow
(Sheridan as cited in Lobdell, L989:5).

other accounts simply described the wanton destruction that
these storms usually leave across the islands. However, while
quick response from international relief ag'encies often avert
famines in contemporary times, the physical destruction caused

by hurricanes have contj-nued largely unabated.

Apart from the obvious destruction to capital and housing

stocks, roads, ports and machinery, is the loss of 1ives and
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totar cost by which hurricanes taxed the region. Based on d.ata

provided by lomblin (L992), major events have accounted. for
42,626 fatarities between t722-1990, witn another 594

fatarities resulting from mj-nor events over the same period.
As many as 22,00o fatarities resulted from the \Great

Hurricane' of 17Bo (Hubbard, L992). while the number of
fataLities which result from hurricanes has decreased

significantly over the last generation, the cost of damages

has increased astronomicalry, arbeit at the current exchange

rates. Nonetheless, the apparent increase in capital losses
over time is, almost certainly, the result of growth in their
capital stock rather than an increase in the severity of
caribbean hurricanes (Lobderl, Lggg). Tomblin (j,ggz) data
indicate that between L96o and. 1990, six rnajor events resurted
in property rosses of usg3. 09o billion in the caribbean,

losses that these islands can ill afford.
More importantly, due to its rerativery sma11 size,

several caribbean isrands are usually ravaged by the same

storm. However, the most southerly islands such as Trinidad.
and Tobag'o are less susceptible to their periodic onslaughts..

Therefore, it is not surprising that every caribbean isLand.

has been adversely affected by hurricanes and tropical
cyclones throughout its recorded history. The increased. tol1
of naturar disasters in the region has been net with efforts
at hurricane preparedness and mitigation.
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However, despite various attempts at improving
preparedness, the widespread destruction caused by recent
st,orms (Hurricane Girbert in 1998, Hurricane Hugo in 1989 and.

Tropical storm chris in 1994) throughout the caribbean, attest
to the continued physical, economic and social vulnerabirity
of these isrands to naturar disasters. The voratile and

largely monocultural nature of the caribbean economies

suggests that a major event can retard economic development

for extended periods. !,lhat is instructive is that these

islands sirnply lack the financial resources to absorb repeated.

storm impacts, neither is there adeguate pranning to prepare

for their consequences. consequentry, world wide rerief
efforts in the caribbean has become routine following
hurricane storms. rncreasing popuration, greater concentration

of the populace in coastal locations and decreasing real
income in some islands have increased the vurnerability of
inhabitants in recent years. The unprecedented sociar and

economic setbacks that have been caused by hurricanes and.

tropical- storms over the last two decades have evoked various
responses from institutions and government,s in the caribbean.

L.2 Regional Disaster Response

In response to the increased danage caused by floods and

hurricanes, especially Hurricane David in L979, Hurricanes

Frederick and A1len in 1980, the pan Caribbean Disaster

Preparedness and Prevention Project (pcDppp) was established
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in 1-980. The project !üas implemented to increase the
nitigation and preparedness capabilities of the individual
islands and to establish National- Disaster committees where

they did not exist. The main activities of the project fall
into four rnajor categories: technical- assistance; training of
island nationalsr' surveys and. assessments and the preparation
of training material (Tourmin, 1987222L). Although pcDppp has

signif icantJ-y increased the awareness and institutional-
support needed within the regi-on, the top-down approach at
nitigation and preparedness has precluded an understanding of
the concerns of the individual or the househord rever.

rn addition, there is rittle evidence that pcDppp h/as

abre to effectivery forge the link between preparedness and

mitigation and development. As Mathurin (agg2) averred:
The general consensus after its ten years ofoperation, however, is that r¿shite conåiderable
progress has been achieved, the necessary linkages
between preparedness and development havã not bõencemented, and that the concept of mitigation
measures being incorporated into the oráinary
procedures of planning for development, requires agood deal more effort before it becomes the
accepted norm (L992z4) .

Nevertheress, by the completion of the project in l-990, there
was some evidence that disaster management committees and

improved preparedness existed throughout the region. More

importantly, PcDppp created a structure and established a

precedence for increased regional cooperation in disaster
management. However, there is need to accommodate local
knowledge within the overalr disaster manaqement context in



the region.

similarry, the establishment of the caribbean Disaster
Emergency Response Agency (CDERA) in 1991 to reprace pcDppp

rnay well continue to reinforce mitigation and prepared.ness at
the institutional level without understanding the individ.ual
knowredge and mitigation preferences. rt appears that the
approach of CDERÀ is reactionary, facilitating the allocation
of resources after an event rather than efforts at integrating
preparedness and rnitigation into the actual development

process in the region. The principar expectation of the agency

are the mobilization and deployment of those resources which

v¡ill be required to provide relief and earry restoration
measures, based on early and qualified assessment, in the

aftermath of any disastrous occurrence (Mathurin, L9g2). rn an

era of scarce resources, efforts are therefore needed. at
imprementing rnitigation and preparedness at all levers
throughout the region. I{hat may be needed is the colrection of
data on a country basis which can be used to guide poticy
implementation at the country and regionar lever. such

information wilr foster appropriate institutional response to
the persistent threat of hazards in the region.

l_1

L.2.2 Eurricanes, Origins

Tropical cyclones or

destructive of alt natural

tropical oceans, born amid

Ànd Characteristics

hurricanes are among the most

disasters. Conceived over vJarr

torrential thundershowers, and
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nurtured by water vapour drawn inward from far ar.ray, the
mature tropical cyclone is an offspring of the atmosphere with
both negative and positive consequences for rife (Anthes,

L982). Their strong winds, torrentiar rainfall, thund.erstorms

and induced storm surges have destroyed many settrements in
vulnerable areas in tropics. The destruction that result from

the passage of a hurricane is often íncredibl-e as Burns

explains:

The damage that can be done by a severe hurricane
almost passes belief. Houses of substantiat
construction are often damaged, while buildings offlimsier construction are completely destrõyed,
large trees are blown down, and heavy artióles
moved for considerable distances. Sheets ofcorrugated iron have been torn frorn the roofs of
houses by the wind and been wrapped 1ike paper
round trees and telephone posts and wooden planks
have been driven through the trunks of trees(Burns, L965: 29) .

Although storms are most obviously associated with high
wind speeds and even tornadoes, the rnain cause of damage and

loss of life is actually due to heawy rainfarr, frooding.and,
in coastal areas, the tidal surgies which often accompany the
storms (smithson, l-993). conversely, many hurricanes have

brought much needed rainfal-l to areas over which they blow.

such was the case of Antigua in LgzL when the hurricane
affecting the island ended three years of serious drought
(Lewis' L990). Hov¡ever, their ar¡/esome destructive forces have

left indetible effects on many countries across the globe.

Cyclones occur in six rnajor zones across the globe

(Figure L.1) and are known by a variety of names.
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rn the caribbean they are known as hurricanes, a term which
originated with the native rndians. Àccord.ing to Hubbard

(t992) the word rfhurricane'r itserf derives from the name of
the carib rndian deity ,Hunrakanrf who according to legend,
sent the winds when he was angry. conversely, Anthes (t-9g2)

exprains that the name originated from an ancient tribe of
aborigines in centrar America known as the Tainos, Í'or whom

rrhuracanrr v/as a rrGod of Evil. , other popular names are
rrtyphoontr in the hlestern Pacific, Itcyclonest in the Indian
ocean and rrbagiuosrr in the philippines. However, despite
variation in names at the local scale, the characteristic
features of awesome force and. destruction are ubiquitous.

unrike vorcanic eruptions and earthquakes, hurricanes are
annuar events which occur during a designated hurricane
season. rn the caribbean, the hurricane season officially
starts on the first day of June and. finishes at the end of
November, arbeit many storms have occurred outside the
designated seasona. Hovrever, many residents on Nevis still
consider october to be unofficial end of the hurricane season.

4-- Eurricanes have occurred outside the desigrc,ated hurricane seaso¡l.
Eowever there are only three occasio¡rs during the present century, Marcb,1908, ilaûuary, 19s1 and iranuary, 1955 (see, ñ¡¡r¡r anä uiller, L964i34). Thg
number of severe storms recorded as occurring in each month in the Westrndies is shown in Burns, 4., 1965. Eistoryãr tue British west rndies,
Appendix B: 757,



Figure l.l I-ocation and Average Annual Frequency of rropical cyclones

Adapted From: Smith, 1992
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Hence the following jingle !¡as repeated for me several times
during ny fieldwork:

June too soon,
July stand by,

Aug'ust is a must,
Septernber remember,

October it is all over.

During this period several storms and travel westwards to
the islands some of which develop into hurricanes. The number

of storms which originate vary from year to year but on an

average about seven or eight storrns develop. smithson

(1993 zL67 ) confirms that the long-term average (t-985-j-9oo) for
tropical storms and hurricanes in the Atlantic region is about

eight per year.

t.2.3 Hurricane Fornation

Over the North Atlanti-c hurricane formation i-s linked to
the presence of sunmer weather systems. The three major

systems which provide spawning grounds for hurricanes are:
easterly v/aves; the rntertropical convergence Zone (frcz); and

the trailing southerry portions of ord poJ-ar troughs. These

systems provide the convective mechanisms and instabirity
needed durj-ng the development of these storms. However, the
formation of hurricanes reguire high sea-surface temperatures

which must be maintained for a number of days in ord.er for the
system to sustain itself . palmen (L948) rnentioned 800 F(26.50

c) as the critical value (cited in Anthes, i-992). The system

gains energy from the latent heat generated during the
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condensation of sea water. consequently, hurricanes normally
subside when they pass over large continental areas.

1.3 The Setting of The Problem

The island of Nevis forms part of the volcanic chain of
islands which rnake up the outer arc of the Lesser Antirles.
It is located approximateÌy L7 degrees north and 6L degrees

west (Figure f.2). The island is roughly oval in shape with a

central volcanic cone and covers 90 kn2 (36 square niles).
The clirnate is tropicar marine with an averagre temperature of
260 C. the year is normally divided into two seasons based. on

the quantity of precipitation. the dry season occupies the

first part of the year and lasts from January to June while

the normally wetter season is from July to December. Droughts

have historically been a serious threat to the development of

the island. The rainfall in Nevis is relatively 1ow with an

average of about 1l-5 cm (46 ins) annually with much variation
from the coastal lowlands to Nevis Peak in the centre of the

IsIand.

1.3.1 Econonic Develoonent

Traditionally the island has supported an agricultural
based monocultural economy. At the time of European

colonisation in 1-628, ttre island tsas home to the Amerindians

who practised litt1e or no agriculture. However, the arrival
of Europeans soon led to the establishrnent of small commercial-



Figure 1.2 Eastern Ca¡ibbean Showing the Location of Nevis
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farms which produced cash crops, mainry indÍgo, cotton and

tobacco. The introduction of sugar-cane cultivation from

Pernambuco, Brazil, by the Dutch in the i_640s led to a

revolution of organised space on the island.. Large prantations
repraced smarl farms, each with its own works, usually a mill,
great house, and slave quarters consisting of huts, along with
a road network which facilitated the import of food and the
export of sugar. By L652t sugar production v¡as well entrenched

on the island and the economy became integrated into the
mercantilist systern. sugar production soon became a very
lucrative venture and the isl_andrs main export.

Nevis, during the late seventeenth century was rich,
extravagant and ribard (Hubbard, r99z). The prosperity of the
island made it a frequent battle ground for the European

powers during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The

wars among European povrers v/ere major interruptions in the
economic vicissitudes on the islands. rn addition, natural
disasters often intervened and altered the pace of
development. such was the irnpact of hurricanes, earthquakes,

droughts and fires which ravaged the island sporadically,
leaving indelibre impacts on the forms of human habitation on

the island.

Despite fluctuations in fortunes, sugar production

remaj-ned the nain economíc pursuit until the turn of the

present century when falling sugar prices forced many

18
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plantations out of production. The closure of sugar factories
persisted into the latter half of the present century.
Following the demise of estate agricurture, small-scale
virlage farmers have sought to extend their own activities
(I{atts , 7973) usually through mixed farming which d.ominated

the landscape of the isl-and. with the dernise of sugar, sea

island cotton became the maj-n economic activity untir it was

surpassed by tourism as the main foreign exchange earner over

the last two decades. what is instructive here, is the fact
the island economy has remained largery monocultural, changing

from one main economic activity to the next and reflecting the
importance of the internationar economics on the landscape of
the island. The continued monocultural orientation of the
isl-and's economy, underscores its vulnerability to disasters.

1.3.2 Vulnerabilitv to Disasters

Although the Ísrand is vurnerable to hazards such as

volcanic eruptions, storm surges and landslides, they have not

affected the island over the last century. conversely, hazards

such as earthguakes, droughts, fires, hurricanes and tropical
storms have been rnuch more prevalent. As a result of their
impacts, settlements on the islands have historicarly been

adapted to the locar environment. For instance, by the earry
eighteenth century, some planter farniries, routinely sought

refuge from hurricanes in their specialry constructed

'rhurricane housesrr (Richardson, 1993 ) . These houses had a



stone foundation and a wooden second

disast,rous earthguakes of the l_6g0's

Nevis that two storey stone buildings
damage by earthquakesrr (Hobson, L9g7)

very few two storey stone structures

1.3.3 Earthquakes

According to legend, the first town on Nevj-s, Jamestown

disappeared duri-ng an earthquake and tidal wave in 16g0.

However, Do prirnary records have been located confirming the
supposedly disappearance of Jamestown and it remains one of
Nevis' mysteries (Hubbard, ]-ggz). Nevertheless, the present
capital, charlestown, h¡as established around 17oo to
facilitate mercantile trade.

Although earthquakes have generally been i-nfrequent, they
are known to have caused significant damage on the isrand.
For instance, in L69o, an earthquake rocked. Nevis, destroying
all the stone buildings in charlestown (Richardson, l_983). rn
addition, during the nineteenth century severe earthquakes

occurred in 1-833 and 1843 causing widespread damage to housing

stock (mainly stone structures). These two earthquakes coupled
q¡ith the fire of 1,837, l-ed to the reconstruction of many of
the rnajor buildings in charlestown. The earthquakes reported.

during the present century have not caused any significant
damages. A series of earthquakes occurred in 1950 but did not
cause any major damage but terrified residents and caused many

20

storey. Sinilarl-y, rtthe

had taught the people of
were very susceptible to
. Consequently, there are

on the island.
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to speculate about the possíbirity of a volcanic eruption.
since then other tremors have occurred in 1974, and. the early
1980s without any notable damage.

1.3.4 Drouqhts

The island has suffered immensety from droughts. rn L7z5

and 1726 a bad drought struck the island (Hubbard, !g9z), many

Negroes and cattle were said to have died in Nevis for want of
provisions and water during the severe d.rought of L7z6s. rn
addj-tion, severe droughts affected the i-sland between 1836 and

1838. As Hubbard (1992) described, these years v¡ere almost

totally lacking in rainfall. similarly a drought of 1863 was

so intense that a 'day of fast and hurniliation, was observed

in Nevis (Richardson, LgBz). Two severe droughts arso affected
the island during the present century. rn L947, drought in
Nevis killed several coï/s and. their carves and in some parts
of the isl-and water for public use was available one hour per

day (Richardson, L982) . Eight years later, trin 1955, six
months of drought followed Hurricane Arice6, which had

destroyed much of Nevís's cotton cropr' (1-982: 163 ) . lrrhile

droughts have continued to adversel-y affect the isrand., recent
improvements in water distribution have tended to cushion

their impact.

s sheridar R. B, Sugar and. Slavery, 1923:165.

6In fact, Eurricane Alice r.ras an out of Eeasou
affected, the northero Leeward Islauds in ilaauary, 1955.
marks tbe beginning of the annual dry season.

hurricane which
ifanuarT normally



1.3.5 Fires

I,ihile there have been severar severe droughts on the
islands, there is littre evidence that they were often
accompanied by fires. Àctually, only two major fires
apparently affected the isl-and. According to Hubbard (t992)

during the dry years between l-936 and 1-838, fires ravaged. the
land. More significantly, ttin L837, a roaring out-of-control
bi-aze swept through Charlestown destroying many buildingsrt
(1-992275). Apart from isolated cases of house fires, there has

not been any major fi-res on the island during the present

century.

1.3.3 The Eurricane Threat and Vulnerabilitv
By far the single most recurring and historically most

destructive disaster that have affected the island has been

the hurricane. Based on j-nformation provided by Hubbarð. L992,

hurricanes were more freguent during the 17th and i-gth

century. A total of 15 hurricanes struck the island during the

seventeenth centüry, 26 durj-ng the eighteenth century and six
during the nineteenth century. onLy four hurrj-canes have

struck the island during the present century, in 1-924, 1-929,

l-989 (Hurricane Hugo) and t-995 (Hurricane Luis) . Although the

frequency of storms has decreased, the island remains highly
vulnerable to hurricanes.

The relatively low frequency of storms affecting Nevis

22
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during the past century belies the number of tirnes that
residents have been expecting hurricanes and tropical storms

to strike the island but only to hear that the storms had

changed Èhej-r courses. Hov/ever, data provid.ed by the Boundary

Layer wind Tunnel Laboratory (Devenport, personal

communicatíon) in western ontario, show that as many as many

as l-05 storms passed within zso km of the island of Nevis

between l-986 L994 (see, Appendix A). At times, they passed

close enough for the isrand to have been affected by the
torrentiar rains and strong winds accompanying such storms.

The overwhelming majority (74.3 percent) of these storms had

hurricane force winds. sinilarl-y, in their study of clirnatic
vulnerability of oEcs ports, Novaport and vaughn (Lgg3),

determined that l-9 storms passed with a B0 x Bo krn grid of the
island with a return period of 5.6 years between LBB6-L972

(labre L.2). These data underscore the persistent threat of
tropicat storms and the physical vulnerabírity of the isrand.

Although the whore isrand is vurnerable to tropical
storms, there is some evidence that storm intensity varies
depending on topography and orientation. Given that hurricanes
are more prevalent on the eastern side of the island, it is
reasonable to expect stronger winds on the windward side. rn

addition, due to its central location, Nevis peak acts as a

buffer, thereby red.ucing wind speed on the reeward side of the
mountain. simirarry, there is some evidence which indicates
that loca1 topography influences vulnerabifity.



TABLE 1.2

Storm Frequency for OECS ports 1g96-1992

Àverage Frequency of Storm Occurrence for 15 OECS ports

Tort,ala, BVI

Codrington, Barbuda

St. John's, Antigua

Basseterre, St. Kitts

Charlestown, Nevis

Plymouth, Montserrat

400 x 400 km Grid

No. of
St,orms

Portsmouth, Dominica

Roseau, Dominica

82

Vieux Fort, St.Lucia

Frequency
(Years )

84

Castries, St. Lucia

91

Kingstown, St. Vincent

1.3

92

80 x 80 km Grid

Bequia, St. Vincent

24

1.3

95

No. of
Storms

Union f., St. Vincent,

r.2

86

Carriacou, Grenada

!.2

92

18

Frequency
(Years )

Source: Clirnatic Vul_nerab:[

1.1

94

For j-nstance, simulation exercises conducted by The Bound.ary

Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory of the island of Nevis

dernonstrates that wind speeds are accelerated by an upward

slope of the terrain (see, Davenport, et â1., 1985).

Therefore, houses which are located on hilly sites are more

vulnerable than those on the less exposed sites since the wind
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speed tends to be greater slightly above the rand. rn
addition, given the increasing attraction of the hirry
locations, residents shoul-d be cognisant of the need to
construct more resistant homes on such exposed. sites.

At the time of Hurricane Hugo, the \it can't happen here

syndrome' may have prevented many residents from irnplementing

cheap yet effective preparedness measure. The l-ong absence of
hurricanes on the island, [êy have eroded any deveropment of
an individual subcurture on the island. However, the trail of
damage reft by Hurricane Hugo will ringer in the minds of
residents well into the future. consequentry, any future
hurricane warnings are 1ikeIy to be taken much more seriousry
than they were during the passage of Hurricane Hugo.

1.3.4 Hurricane Euqo

Hurricane Hugo vras one of the most destructive storms to
affect the caribbean region, with winds gusting up to Lzs

miles per hour. conceived over the Atlantic as a tropical
disturbance on 10th september, i-989, the system intensified to
a hurricane by l,iednesday t-3th september. The hurricane
affected several isrands (Figure 1.3) and left rnillions of
dollars worth of damage in its path. Nevis was affected by

Hurricane Hugo on the early morning of Septernher, l-7th. It was

the first time in 6l- years that the isrand. was directly
affected by and ravaged by a hurricane.



Figure 13 Portion of Storm Track of Hurricane Hugo, 1989
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conseq'uently, it impacted on a highly unprepared and shaken

popurace. By any standard, Hurricane Hug'o was a major event,

especially for a very small and economically vulnerable
island. Although people knew of the approaching hurricane, ít
Inras apparent that few took it seriousry. This apparent false
confidence that Hurricane Hugo rnight not have affected the
island rnay be explained by the fact that Hurricane Dean had

missed the isl-and just two weeks earlier.
lrlhile no loss of life was sustained, the hurricane caused,

substantiar damage to houses, infrastructure, agricurture and

tourism. The housing stock on the island. suffered irnmensely.

A total of 1,945 (65 percent) houses r¡¡ere damaged at an

estimated cost of EC Ç 27,5zs,oooi (Econornic Deveropment unit,
l-989). An important observation was the fact that many small

traditional houses withstood the storm, while the some modern

buildings were severely damaged.

One najor concern after the passagie of Hurricane Hugo,

rüas the extent to which darnage at the househord lever courd

have been prevented or at least reduced. Given the persistent
threat of tropical cycÌones and peri-odic devastation of other
carj-bbean islands, residents should have been a$¡are of
precautionary measures that could be adopted. to reduce

hurricane damage. In addition, the extent to which residents
received official warning about the storm is not fu1Iy
understood. Among the options available to resident are:

7 Approximately 14 nilliou Canadiau dollars.
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boarding windows and doors, reinforcing roofs, stocking food

and water and evacuating to shelters. Longer term mitigation
measures incrude building stronger homes and purchasing

hurricane insurance. I{hile this study will- focus on the
adopt.ion of precautionary measures prior to Hurricane Hugo, it
also seeks to explain the extent to which mitigation measures

have been implemented in the post-Hurricane Hugo era and the
level of hurricane preparedness during the rgg4 hurricane
season.

1.4 Research Objectives and llypotheses

The formulation of objectives and hypotheses for this
study is based on the review of literature and upon personal

experience gained by living in the caribbean. The present

study deals with the hurricane threat on the istand of Nevis.

specifically it focuses upon understanding trad.itional coping

mechanisms in relation to the implementation of preparedness

of measures prior to Hurricane Hugo in 19g9 and the extent to
which residents have undertaken rnitigation measures since
Hurricane Hugo.

fn an environment that is periodically ravaged and

persistently threatened by natural hazards and given the

devastation caused by Hurricane Hugo in i-989, circurnstances

should dictate that rnitigation and preparedness measures

should be adopted, especially at the household IeveI.
considering these facts, the specific objectives of this study



are:

r-) to identify the physical factors rnaking the population
vulnerable to hurricanes and find out what Lrad.itional coping
mechanism exists on the island;
2) to assess the extent to which residents took preparedness

actions to reduce the impact of Hurricane Hugo;

3) to find out whether the experience of Hurricane Hugo has

resulted in the adoption of precautionary measures to reduce

the impact of future hurricanes.

4) to examine the Government's hurricane preparedness

strategy, especially people/s wilringness to evacuate or
hurricane proof their homes in the event of a hurricane
warning.

5) to assess how residents r^/ere economicalry af fected by

Hurricane Hug'o and how they tried to recover.

rn examining these objectives the forlowing hypotheses have

been formulated;

fryçtothesís r: That the relativery row revel of hurricane
preparedness reported during Hurricane Hugo may be explained
by a general- lack of disaster experience, quarity of warning

and the socioeconomic characteristics of respondents.

There is some evidence that past experience with a

disaster affects preparedness 1eve1. According to Fritz
(L961:659) the most highly organised preparation exists in
communities and societies that have repeatedry and recently
experienced the same kind of disaster. The repeated. impact of
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a disaster may lead to the emergence of a disaster subculture.
The term disaster subcurture refers to a complex

interconnecting set of meaninqs, norms, values, organisational
arrangements, and technological appurtenances which have

emerged in response to repeated disaster threat and impact
(Mi1eti, êt â1., 1975:18). i,ihile there is reason to believe
that a hurricane subculture existed on Nevis in the past, the
prolonged absence of any hurricane impact, ilay have 1ed to its
decline. rn fact, there v/as no organisational structure in
prace to effectiveJ-y disseminate warnings and. effectively
respond to the threat posed by Hurri-cane Hugo in 1999.

rn addition, there is some evidence that the adoption of
protective response after warning is received vary with the
quality of warning and the socioeconomic variables. However,

before residents adopt protective behaviour they must be

convinced that they are at risk. stud.ies have shown that
warnings from officiar or credi-ble sources are more rikely to
be believed. rn addition, the more accurate and consistent the
warnings (Mi1eti, êt af.,). simitarly, the socioeconomic

characteristics of respondents have been reported. to affect
the adoption of emergency preparedness. For instance, studies
suggest, in gTeneral that persons with higher socioeconomi-c

status tend to better prepared for disaster (sirns and. Baumann,

L972 and Turner, et al., l-980). Therefore, one can expect the
adoption of preparedness during Hurricane Hugo to be

significantly related to socioeconomic characteristics such as



êgê, occupation and education level of respondents.

Hy¡rcthesis rr: The adoption of precautionary measures in the
post Hurricane Hugo era wilr vary with the intensity of damage

and the socioeconomic characteristics of the respondents.

rn order for an individual to take precautionary

measures, that person sometimes needs to have suffered
personar Ìoss, property damage or injury. rn his stud.y Jackson

(1981) found that the intensity of experience significantry
influenced the adoption of earthquake adjustments. He also
found that the intensity of experience deterrnined the number

of earthquake adjustrnents adopted. si-rnirarly, Bumnam and sims

(L978) reported that the purchase of flood insurance hras also
influenced by the intensity of flood damag'e experienced by

residents. rn a study of urban snov/ hazard, Earnie and. Knowles

(1-974) showed that the more intense and persistent the d.amage

previously sustained, the more likely respondents $¡ere to
undertake adjustments to reduce simirar future occurrences.

The socioeconomic characteristics of an individual have

also been reported to influence the adoption of precautíonary

measures. studies such as Jackson (1991); Haque (Lgg8) and

Buamann and si-ms (t978) have reported positive relationships
between socioeconomic variabres and the adoption of
adjustments. These reports contrast with earrier findings of
studies such as Kates (L962) and rslam (1974) which did not
report any significant relationships between socioeconomic

variables and human response to hazards. Therefore, since the
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najority of respondents sustained damage to theír homes,

during Hurrícane Hugo, it is expected that the intensity of
the damage sustained and the socioeconomic characteristics of
the respondents will influence the adoption of ad.justment

strategies to reduce the risk of damage from future hurricane.
Hy¡nthesis rrr: The lever of preparedness among resid.ents is
expected to be higher during the post Hurricane Hugo era,
specifically during the L994 hurricane season.

Although there is a rimited amount of literature on

hurricane preparedness levels, studies of the preparedness

revels of other hazards have reported varying level_s of
preparedness. For instance, Horder (L982) found that gL per

cent of the respondents reported having a disaster plan and

responded accordingly during the Kalamazoo tornado, Michigan.
conversely, Nea1, et aI., (r9gz) found relatively low blizzard.
preparation plans among residents of wood. county, ohio. There

was not a single instance in which as many as 50 per cent of
the respondents planned to engage in any particular additionar
preparatory activity (L9Bzz7]-). other studies in normal

situations have reported relatively row preparedness revels
(Jackson, L98l- and Turner, et al., l-9go). However, given the
major impact of Hurricane Hugo on the isrand of Nevis, it is
reasonable to expect residents to exhibit a higher leveI of
preparedness during the 1994 hurricane season than in L999. rf
reality is any guide residents are more arìrare now than ever

that not only can preparedness save their lives but it, can
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arso mean the difference between having a home and ìbegging

shelter' after a disaster. The experience of Hurricane Hugo

shourd reduce uncertainty about hurricanes and increase

sarience of the event thereby increasing preparedness during

the hurricane season.

1.5 organisation of Study

this study is organised into five chapters. Fo1lowing

this introductory chapter, the second chapter reviews the
general literature on factors affecting human response to
hazards. It will be divided into sections focusing on overview

of hazards research, mitigation and preparedness, factors
affecting response to hazards, response to cyclones and trends

in disaster management in Nevis. The third chapter focuses on

the nethods analysis included are the rationale for the study

area, serection of sampre, method of analysis and limitat,ions
of primary data. chapter four provides an analysj-s of the data

and the testing of the hypotheses. chapter five discusses

policy inplications of the findings, and provides a sunmary,

reconmendations, concrusions and possible directions for
future research.



This chapter gives a general survey of the riterature on

human response to natural hazards. The first part of the
chapter focuses on an overview of the naturar hazards

research, the hazard manag'ement context and rnitigation and

preparedness. rn the second section, the factors affecting
human response to natural hazards are examined. The final
section focuses on disaster manag'ement on the island of Nevis

with reference to the status of disaster management and overt
poÌicies such as warnings, hurricane proofing and evacuation.

IJTTERATT'RE RSVIE¡V À¡ID PROBIJEM STATE}IENT

CEAPTER TI

2.1 Overvierr of Natural Hazards Research

Much of the research on natural hazards has been

conducted in North America since the i-950s. AJ-though the
research has been nul-tidisciptinary, there has been a notable

dominance by geographers and sociologists. !ühile sociorogists
researched human behaviour imrnediately before, d.uring and

after a disaster, gieographers have focused on human

adjustments to future hazard.s and the hazard. processes.

Distinction is sometimes made between the disaster research

undertaken by soeiologists and natural hazards research which

is dorninated by geographers. According to Mileti (1980 z32B) ,

hazards research is different from disaster research in that
the latter seeks explanations for response t,o disaster impact

(Fritz, 1,968¡ Barton, L97O; Mileti, êt ã1., L}TS), while the
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former seeks explanations for adjustrnents to the risk of
future disaster prevalent in everyday life (white and Hass,

1-975; Burton, êt êI., 1978). Consequently, human response to
naturar hazards remains a central focus in natural hazards

literature.

Natural hazard studies !/ere pioneered by Gilbert White's
L945 investigation of human response to frooding in the us.

Earlier investigations of natural hazards by geographers

centred upon the questions of why peopre occupy hazard.ous

floodplains and what would be the effects of public action to
reduce flood l-osses upon local land use and nationar economy

(White, L974) . This led to the development of a 'human
ecologicalr' model of fl-ood hazard, and the id.entification of
additional points of j-ntervention for the application of
public policies (Mitchell, i-9gg :41_t_) .

Researchers have since extended human response studies to
other natural hazards. prominent studi-es íncLude farmers
perception of flood risks in the us (Burton, !962), residents,
perception of coastal flood hazard (Burton, Kates and snead,

1962), and the perception of drought on the Great ptains of
the us (saarj-nen, l-966) . Earlier research into human response

to natural hazards was dominated by the university of chicago.

IVithin this early tradition, disasters were viewed as

environmental extremes, and models !¡ere deveroped to predict
human behaviour during disasters and explain variation in the

adoption of adjustment measures. According to Meliti and
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sorensen (1-987) , a number or theorists have atternpted to
identify the mechanisms that read people to take precautions
(Burton , L962¡ Kates , L962r. Simon 1956; White , tg64) .

rndividual attributes, such as past experience, attitudes,
personaJ-ity and perception were studied to explain human

response strategies to natural hazards. The development of
models resurted in an expansion of hazards research to non-

traditional areas and hazards.

Not only has the scope of natural hazard research

diversified but models have been applied to non-traditional_

hazards such as drought in Africa and man-made or
technological hazards. Some of these studies were undertaken

in the Developing lriorld with emphasis on the srow onset

drought in sub-saharan Africa (see, watts, 1983). rn the 1970s

investigators began to address hazards of technology, hazards

that r,/ere international in scope, and hazard.s that occur on

tine scales of decades to centuries (Mitchelr, 19gg:413).

Topics included environmental degradation (Blaikie, 1985),

nuclear energy risks (Pasqualetti and pijawka, 1,984),

Hohenemser, Kasperson, and kates, L977; preston, Tay1or and

Hodge, 1983). This wider range of research has general-ry moved.

avray from the natural hazard perception model to the adoption

of more generalised risk assessment frameworks (whyte,

1986:244) .

lVhile geographical studies focused. on the long-term

adjustrnents to natural hazards, research withÍn the
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socíologica1 tradition focused on human behavíour in disaster
situat'ions. Explanations of disaster responses have been based

on theories of collective behaviour and social organization
and disorganization (Dynes, 1-g7o; Mileti and. sorensen, LggT).

studies have been behaviour-oriented and deal mainly with the
reaction of victirns to evacuation (Drabek and Boggs, L96B¡

Drabek , 1"969 ì Aguirre , 1-99L). other researchers in the
soci-ological tradition have focused on behaviour inmediately
before, during and after a disaster has struck, usually group

or orqanized behaviour (Barton, L963; Dynes , 1-974; Haas, Kates

and Bowden , j-977 and euarantelli-, j,979) . This research
orientation among both geographers and sociorogists from the
i-950s to the 1970s resulted, according to Hewitt (t-983), in
the development of a distinctly 'technocratic,r approach for
nitigating hazards in the forms of disaster preparedness,

evacuation plans, relief and rehabilitatj-on efforts (Zaman,

1-988 :8 ) .

The expansion of research in the Developing I{orl_d during
the l-970s led to the development of a ner,¡ paradign, commonly

referred to as the structuralist paradigm. rt was a radical
Marxist interpretation of disaster which envisaged solutions
based on the redistribution of wealth rather than on the

application of science and technology (Smith, Lggzz42).

several researchers with field experience in the Developing

!,lor1d (Baird, et a1., L97S; Hewitt, tgg3; Susman, et al ¡ L9g3¡

winser, l-986) challenged the fundanentar tenets of the
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dominant or behaviourar view. Generally, the structuralists
questioned the parochial (North American) bias and the assumed.

universal applicability of the dominant view. some critícs
(Hewitt, 1983; Torry L979c; I.raddell, rgTg) have asserted that
this research assigns the active role in the human-environment

relationship to geophysical and climatological factors and the
passive rore to human systems (oriver-snith, 198g). rt is
argued that cultural, social, economic and political factors
determine the vurnerability of individuals. consequently,

Baird, êt â1., (3'975) clained that the tendency has been to
view hazards as extraordinary events, whereas they argued that
it was more rearistic to see diasters as extreme versions of
circumstances present in the everyday condition of the
population (Gold, l-980: 2L5) . subsequently, extreme measures

routed j-n science and technology have invariably been

suggested as solutions to the resultant dj-saster. The

structurarists argue that hazard mitigation can be best

achieved by socioeconomj-c changes within the Developing lrtor1d.

The reliance on external relief beyond the emergiency phase was

seen as reinforcing the dependency syndrome and. increases the
vulnerability in such areas.

oriver-snith (1988) outrined the main criticisms of the

dominant paradigm, namely: (1) the lack of research oriented
toward true theory construction and testing on issues of
sociar resiriency and change i Q) the lack of holistically and

historically grounded perspective in disaster analysis, which
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has produced a narrow behaviouralist perspective among

sociologists and an environmentally enbedded. determinist view
among geographers; and (3) a deeply ernbedded ethnocentrism

regarding the v¡orl-d's most vurnerable regions, resulting in
analyses and poricy reconmendations based on modernization

moders and strategies, many of which place peopre at greater
risk. Despite the widespread criticisms of the dominant view,

research within this tradition has continued to dominate the
hazards research spectrum, although some researchers have

incorporated political economy into their approach to hazard

studies.

2.2 l{.azard Uanagement Context

The traditionar approach to dealing with disasters has

been to compensate victims, rather than to reduce losses

through mitigation projects, increased community and household

preparednessr or mandated disaster insurance coverage

(Tierney, l-988:31-) . Although emergency-management action and

post-disaster reLief are stil1 irnportant adjustrnents to
hazards, significantly qreater emphasis is now placed on

preparedness measures such as warning systems, and mitigation
measures l-ike land-use managiement and development controls
(Mitche1l, 1988 241,7). Specifically, disaster management has

taken on a proactive rather than reactive approach. In
addition, there has been a movement away from a prirnary focus

on technologicar or structural soÌutions to greater emphasis



on non-structural approaches (Drabek, 1996).
\Hazard management usually is viewed as a four-staged

process centred on an emergency event or disaster. Those

temporal stages before the disaster are typically identified.
as nitigation and preparedness, while those after the disaster
as response and recovery' (Godschalk and Brower, l_9g5).

Drabek (1986) employed a similar four phase temporar dimension

to dj-saster management: preparedness (planning and warning);

Response (evacuatì-on and other forms of post-impact

mobilisation) ; Recovery (restoration and reconstruction) ; and

Mitigation (hazard perceptions and adjustments). whire there

are slight variation in definitions, \researchers and policy
makers tend to agree on a convention that divides the disaster
problern and its management into four phases' (Tierney, 1999).

However, within the geographical tradition, disaster
management is often approached within the adjustnent context.

By adjustment is meant rrall those intentional actions which

are taken to cope with risk and uncertainty of natural eventsrl

(Vühite and Hass, 1975r. Burton, €t ê1., i,g7!; Britton, t_989).

Three major crasses of positive interventionist adjustments,

developed from the work of Vühite and Haas are proposed by

Britton (l-989). These adjustrnent classes are:
*l¡odifying the hazard. The desired purpose here is
to red.uce potential losses by changing the harinful
characteristics of the hazard agent (such as
cloud.seeding) [prevention] .

*l,,todifying the human-use system the aim here is to reduce
vulnerability by altering the social landscape (for
instance, building levees, designing seismic-resistant

40



*Reducing hazard losses through re-distributing theeffect of the írnpact (for example, procuring insurance ordeveloping post-impact relief and rãtrauirítationoperations) [response and recovery] (Lind.say, Lgg3:1_9) .

similarry, much of the geographicar research has focused on

the tradítional response and adjustments to natural hazards.

Nevertheless, both mitigation and preparedness strategies are

incorporated in adjustment typorogies (vthite and Haas, L97s;

Burton, et âI., L97B; Mileti, Lg8o) . Mitigation and.

preparedness will be examj-ned further in the rest of the
chapter.

structures) [preparedness] .

2.2.1 Miticfation and Preparedness

Despite their coilLmon usag'e in the lexicon of hazards

research, there is a lack of consensus on what constitutes
nitigation and preparedness activities. Disaster nitigation is
the terrn used to refer to all actions to reduce the impact of
a disaster that can be taken prior to its occurrence,

incruding preparedness and rong-term risk red.uction measures

(IINDP/UNDRO, 199L). Mitigation activities are often long-term,
institutionally based activities which often require
legislation for adoption. Mitigation measures can be of
different kinds, ranging fron physical measures such as flood
defence or safe building design to legislation, training and

public awareness (Maskery, i-ggg:39). some viriters (Àrexand.er,

1991-) rnake the disÈinction between structural rnitigration
projects such as dams and coastar protection schemes and non-

4L
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structural nitigation such as buildingi codes, landuse zoning

and hazard insurance.

Ì'lhile ìrnitigation' is often a more generic term,
preparedness conjures a more specific and temporal meaning.

It connotes a time-ordered phase which follows rnitigation and

precedes the irnpact of a disaster event (Gilrespie and

streeter, L987 ). However, smitl'L (1-992:88) defines preparedness

as \pre-arranged emergency measures which are to be taken to
minimise the loss of life and property damage following the
onset of a disaster'. They amount to logistical activities
prior to a disaster which facil-itate effective response

immediately after a disaster. such activities include, inter
al-ia, stock-piling of food. and supplies, evacuation and. early-
warning. Mitigatj-on and preparedness measures can be adopted

at various leve1s of society, viz; governments, regions,
communities, households and individuars. Many of the stud.ies

on nitigation and prepared.ness have been undertaken within the
context of human adjustment to natural hazards.

Most hazard adjustment research has focused upon flood.

settings, and in partj-cuIar upon the purchase of frood
insurance (Drabek 1986, Perry and Lindell, 1990). However,

studies on rnitigation have largery been poricy oriented.
Tierney (l-989) identified three maín trends in mit,igation
research, namely; (1) studies on public perception of
mitigation measures; examples include the v¡ork of Rossi,

I,Iright, and Weber-Burdin (L992); Mit1er (1999); Turner, Nigg,
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and Paz (1986), and Kunreuther and his assocÍates (t978) ¡ (z)

research on agenda-setting, adoption, and the implementation

of hazard nitigation measures (Alesch and petak (1986), and

Drabek, êt â1., (L983) on earthquake hazard nitigation in
washington and Missouri; and (3) studies assessing the impact

of hazard mitigation measures. ExampÌes include palm ( j-9Bl_) on

the impact of special Zone Legislation in californi-a and Burby

and French (l-980). Besides flood and earthquake insurance

adoption, studies have mainly focused at the community Iever.
rn most cases \floods and earthquakes, costJ-y hazards that
have been the focus of Federar programs and research

initiatives, have received most emphasis in the literature'
(Tierney I L989:369). rn effect, there is not rnuch focus on

non-institutionally based attempts at coping or rnitigating
hurricanes in the developing world context.

While non-structural measures such as flood and

earthquake insurance, flood plain management and coastal
management have received much attention in the usA, such

developments are either non-existent or at a platitude stage

in most of the Developing worrd. The top-down approach, with
stress on physical protection of vulnerabÌe areas,

f orecasting, early warni-ng. system, evacuation, and loss

reduction strategies hây, indeed, often increase risks more by

giving people a false sense of security (Zanan , Lgg4) .

However, given that most of the disaster reduct,ion project,s

are funded by internationar agencies, little attention is
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given to locar knowledge and traditionar coping strategies.
Even with the absence of any estabrished building codes,

traditional houses in the Caribbean hrere designed. to withstand
hurricane force winds. The lack of orqanised. hazard management

strategies means that individual mitigation and preparedness

strategies are irnportant aspects of human response to hazards

in the Developing ÏrTorld context. Therefore, it is crucial to
understand how residents in these areas respond to risks of
environmental extremes.

Researchers have reported much variation among the levels
of preparedness. rn his study of residents preparedness during
the Kalamazoo tornado in Michigan, Hodler (LgBz) | found that
8l- percent of the famiries had a prior pran and nearry arI of
the them responded according to their pre-arranged pIan.

conversely, after analysing data collected after the L971-

earthquake in Los Ang'eles (Bourque, êt â1., L973) | found that
very few people had made prior disaster preparations (cited in
Drabek, 1986224). Sirnilarly, palm and Hodgson (L992) have

reported that survey after survey has shown that few

california residents adopt rnitigation measures such as storing
emergency supplies or developing a famiì-y emergency pJ_an

(Paln, et al., L99O; Turner, et al., i,979; Mileti, Farhar, and

Fitzpatrick 1990:1058-60). However, factors which may help

explain variation in individual adjustments are normarly

examined in the context of hunan response to natural hazards.



2.3 Euman Response to Natural llazards

Human responses to natural hazards are g:enerally related
both to perception of the phenomena themselves and to the
awareness of opportunities to make adjustments (Burton, êt
â1., L978: Hague, 19gg) . However, neither perception nor

hazard avrareness has been able to adequatery explain v¡hy

adjustments are adopted. rnformation gleaned from the
literature shows that hazard experience, personality,
attachment to place, and socioeconomic status influence human

perception of hazards and the adoption of adjustrnent

strategies. However, the extent to which these factors
infruence the adoption of hazard adjustment remains

inconclusive.

Personal experience of a hazard generally causes hazard

perception to be more accurate (Milet.i, êt al., tg75; Kates,

L971,; Saarinen, 1982; Tierney, L988). Nevertheless, perception

or awareness of a hazard does not necessarily result in the
adoption of any adjustment strategies. while people learn from

experience, they tend to berieve they have a better picture of
the truth than they really do, especially in dealing with rare
events (saarinen, L982). some studies (Kates, 1962; Turner, et
â1., i-980) have demonstrated that the adoption of adjustments

is related to the freguency of these experiences. For

instance, Kates (L962) found that where flood.ing was recurrent
enough that people hrere almost certain it would occur,

adjustments r¡¡ere likely to be adopted. conversely, in the
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areas Ì^rith greater uncertainty, the adoption of adjustments

was arso less certain (Kates, L96224). Thus Gold (980:206)

concl-uded that \extreme events tend to act as a fixed point in
experience, obliterating memories of earlier occurrences and.

act,ing as a standard against which later ones wilr be

compared, although the poignancy of the recoLlection wirl fade

if the extreme event happens only very rarely'. Generarly, for
infreguently occurring hazards, the public tends to perceive

the risk as very low, and curtural adaptation processes

operate to encourage discounting the risks as defined by

scientists (Burton, et al., 1-g7B; perry and. Greene, 19g3) .

Contrary to the conventional wisdom that ex¡rerience leads

to awareness, some studies have shown that experience does not
necessarily translate into the adoption of adjustments. rn his
study of storm perception among coastal residents Kates (L967)

found that although harf of them suffered damage in the past,

only one third expected a future storm that entail damage for
themselves. However, Kates (L962:1_40) also argued that
arthough people on floodplains appeared to be very much

rrprisoners of experiencê, tt the ef fect of such experience does

not consistently proceed in the direction of taking individual
action to reduce damage. Nevertheless, Jackson and Mujkerjee

(L974) and Jackson (L981-) found that the intensity of
earthquake experience !/as associated with the adoption of
precautions and the range of adoptions. similarly, in their
study of flood insurance (Baumann and sims, L97B:1-93) found.
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that 85 percent of residents who experienced. very serious
damage v¡ere insured compared to 43 percent for those with not
serious damag'e. The seriousness of previous hazard. events, the
extent of loss of life and property darnage, the recency of the
event, and the extent of personal loss to the individual, alr
have an impact on individual arrareness (palm and Hodgson,

1-992). consequently, the nature or intensity of the experience

may herp explain variation in the tend.ency to adopt
precautionary adjustments.

But even in areas where the adoption of adjustment

strategies is expected to be high, 1eve1s have been generally
low. For instance, Jackson and Mukerjee (L974) and Turner, êt
â1., (l-980) found low level- of earthquake preparedness among:

california residents despite their either experiencing
earthquakes or being exposed to the threat through public
av¡areness programs. According to palm (t_9go), several studies
have found that those who had experienced a natural disaster
in a reratively mil-d form became overconfident about their
ability to survive much more serious versions of this same

event (Baumann and sims, rg74; Jackson, Lggl). Furthermore,

research fras shown that the recall of hazard experience tend
to be less than perfect. For instance, Kirkby's (L974) study

of individual and community responses to rainfalr variabirity
in the oxaca vaIley of Mexico confj-rms that peoprers memory of
specific natural event tend to be limited in duration as werr

as confined to larger events. However, Haque (1998) indicated



that a$rareness and action relating
necessarily solely develop from lessons

experience.

2.3.L Socioeconomic Variables

Although socioeconomic variabl-es r¡rere included in human

response studies, the j-nfluence of these factors on adjustment

behaviour is not concrusive. Haque (1988:46) identified two

trends in the earlier studies. First, these studies usuarly
excluded an examination of socioeconomic indi-cators as

determj-nants of hurnan response to hazards because of their
over-emphasis on individual personal characteristics from a

behavioral standpoint (e.g., Murphy, l_959; Burton, L962¡

sewelI , L965¡ saarinen, 1-966). second, the cornmon finding of
the few empirical studies which did incorporate socÍoeconomic

variables, r,¡as that there is no signif icant rerationship
between ttrese factors and human responses to natural- hazards

(for example, Roder , 1961_¡ Burton , L961,¡ Kates , Lg6L) .

However, more recent research has estabtished significant
relationships between socioeconomic variables and. response to
hazards (Haque, l-988; Baker and patton I Lg74; Baumann and

Sims , 1-97A) .

In his study of flood plain residents in Bangladesh,

Haque (L988) found that individual status in the socioeconomic

structure v/as one of the most significant variabres in
explaining variation in perception of and the adjustrnent to
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rÍverbank erosion. similarly, Baker and patton Gg74) found

that better educated people had a more positive attitude
t,owards the prevention and adoption of huricane adjustrnents.

Baumann and sirns (L978) arso reported that the adoption of
flood insurance correlated with education level and income.

Nevertheress, other researchers have reported that demographic

factors do not consistentry affect either perception or
response to hazards (paln, l-990; palm and Hodgson , :-992 ¡

Drabek, l-986).

2.3.3 Personalitv

some researchers have examined the extent to whi_ch

individuals belief in how much contror they possess over

events in their life infruences the adoption of adjustments.

Researchers have suggested that this personality
characteristic, known as rrlocus of controlt, rel-ates in some

way to the adoption of rnitigation measures (sinpson-Housely

and Bradshaw, r978; palrn and Hodgson, Lggz). Generarly,
persons with internally-oriented personalities tend to feel
more in control of themselves and are thus more likery to
adopt precautionary measures than those with externally-
oriented personalities. when an event is interpreted to be

mainly if not entirely contingent upon chance, Iuck, fate or

factors outside the actors controJ-, this indicates a belief in
external control. If the consequences of an event are

conceived by the actor as contingent upon his own decisions or
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actions, this credence may be rabelled as a belief in internal
control' (Simpson-Housely and Bradshaw, IgTg:65) .

Studies which have investigated locus of control include
simpson, Housery and Bradshaw (1978); Baumann and sirns (1,974

and 7978). Baumann and siurs (L979) classified respondent,s

based on their scores on Rotter's r-E scale8; internars,
externals and those in between. They reported that sixty
percent of the internal-oriented had purchased frood
insurance; 43 percent of those who scored mid-range were

insuredr' and only 35 percent of the external-oriented vrere

insured (L978:1-95) . Respondents with higher incomes and higher
levers of education are more likely to be internarly-oriented.
(195). Nevertheless, evidence supporting the idea that
personality trait can explain who will adopt preparedness or
nitigation measures remains inconclusive.

2.4 Human Response to Hurricanes

A number of studies have investigated human response to
hurricanes (rslam L974; Baurnann and sims ]'974; Baker and.

Patton L974). However, there is a lack of consensus explaining
why people are at variance in adopting precautionary measures

to reduce the irnpact of hurricanes. Generarry, investigations
have attempted to deterrnine whether socioeconomic

characteristics and past experience of hurricanes infruence

8 R"f""" to Rotters (1966) fnternal-Exterual Locus of Control fest(cited in Baunann and sims, 1928)



individual perception and adjustments to hurricanes.
rslam (1'974) studied cycrone response in coastal

BangÌadesh and concluded that perception of storm hazards does

not vary appreciabry with educationaL rever or occupation. rn
addition, there was no statistical difference in attitudes
toward future cyclones and associated flooding by

socioeconomic class. However, Baker and patton (L974) studied
attitudes toward hurricane hazards at Galveston, pass

christian and Tallahassee along the Gurf coast of the us and.

had different findings. They concluded that better-educated

respondents were more likely to have a positive attitude
toward damage prevention adjustments. They also reported. that
a positive attitude towards the possibirity of avoiding
hurricane-related damage varied d.irectly with frequency of
past hurricane occurrence (Baker and potter, L974:35) but such

attitudes do not necessarily result in the adoption

preparedness measures .

Other studies (Baumann and Sirns, Lg74) focused on

predicting individual behaviour using the locus of control
test. The prernise of the locus of control test is that people

who believe they can control what happens to thern are more

likeIy to adopt precautionary measures. Baumann and Sims

(I974) investigated the locus of control usi-ng a cross

cultural study of residents in three American cities and two

communities in Puerto Rico. It $ras found that although

respondents in both areas v¡ere strongly religious, their locus

51
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of control differed. rt appears reasonabre to argue that those
who feel more in control of their lives wourd be more

specifically active in coping with the threat of an

approaching hurricane and simirarry that they wourd be more

instrumental in dealing with the storm afterrnath (Baumann and.

sims, L974). However, there is little evidence that locus of
control does indeed transfer into the adoption of adjustment

measures.

other studies have examj-ned the impact of past experience

of hurricane on evacuation. There is however, a lack of
consensus on the extent to which hurricane experience

influences evacuation. Ruch and christensen (l_9gt_) for
example, found that respondent,s who had past hurricane
experience r¡rere less likery to evacuate or take extreme

responses to hurricanes. similarly, Baker (Lg7g) concludes

that per Sê, experience is not related to evacuation,

incruding recency of onets experience, and the number and.

magnitude of these experiences. I.Iindharn et al., (Lg77) found.

what they termed an rrExperience Adjustment paradox. among

residents of the Florida panhandle in the aftermath of
Hurricane Eloise. They reported that nevr comers r^/ere more

likely to evacuate when faced with hurricane warning than

those who have lived in the area for a few years and adjusted

to the hurricane experience or the rculturet.

Even in Bangladesh where cyclones have repeatedly ravaged

the coastal areas and houses tend to be highty vulnerable to
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cyclone damage, evacuation does not seem to be a popurar

response strategy. Haque and Blair (L992), reported. that 49 of
69 at Halishahar and 3g of 47 at Jahanabaj stayed at home

during the April t-99i- cyclone even though they received
warnings about the cyclone. The main reason cited by

respondents at both sites r./as f ear of having their homes

burgled during the evacuation (1,gg2z2zs). The auttrors also
suggested that the loss of thej-r meagre belongj-ngs would mean

facing v/orse poverty, more hunger and perhaps even death.
Therefore, socioeconomic conditions of the respondents may in
fact determine whether or not they evacuate their homes during
the passage of a tropical cyclone.

2.4.1 Àdiustments to Humicanes

Adjustnents to the hurricane hazard have been outlined by

whyte, (L9742260) using the hazard ad.justrnent framework

proposed by Burton, Kates and l.Ihite (L979) . The solutions
advanced by whyte (L97 4) , have been criticized by l,iinchester
(L992) as being anchored in the geophysical aspects of hazards

and technically-based adjustments. Hurricane adjustment

measures are diverse and range frorn actions that can be

adopted at the individual lever to conmunity wide projects.
Beatley, et al., (L994) distinguished between what constitutes
individual as opposed to cornmunity uritigation and preparedness

actions:

rndividual hurricane mitigation and preparation responsesinclude: storm proofing and other cõnsÈruction praätices
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and buílding improvements, investment decisions aboutlocation and purchase of homes and. other buildings,
enhancement of the hurricanes resistant or natuiaifeatures of a site or location..., prêparing and planningindividuar evacuation routes and proceäuresl and insuii"éonets homes and possessions against hurricane damages.Mitigation and preparatory responses to hurricanes at thecommunity or collective level incrude: the setting ofhurricane-resistant buildings and construction standaids,the managernent and control of developrnent, thåconstruction of protective works., the protection ofhurricane-resistant natural features. . .the establishrnent
of systems of hurricane insurance, the provision of
hurricane shelters, the planning and securing of adequate
evacuation routes and services, and. the pranning of
emergency servi-ces and strategies in the event that ahurricane occurs (i-984 277) .

rt was also noted that evacuation, the provi-sion of hurricane
shelters and emergency assistance, the establishment of
building standards, and the construction of protective works

have been the collective responses to receive the greatest
emphasis in the USA (t-984 z7T).

l'Ihile most of the adjustments discussed by whyte (Lg74)

and Beatly, et al., (1984) are largely representative of the
us, many are applicabre to the caribbean context. However, it
is apparent that much of the mitigative measures adopted in
the caribbean occur at the individual lever. Traditionally,
the institutional response to hurricanes in the Caribbean has

been re-acti-ve rather that pro-active. consequently,

individuat isrands often embarked on mitigatÍon progranmes

only in the afterinath of a rnajor storm. Because hurricanes
occur during a specific season, there are a number of
mitigation and preparedness activities that residents can

adopt. Long-term rnitigation measures include insurance,
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buirding stronger foundations, renovating homes or building
stronger homes. sinilarry, during the hurricane season routine
checks of roofs, windows and doors along with preparedness

activities can rnitigate a hurricanets impact.

This study focuses on a specific event, Hurricane Hugo,

and attempts to establish whether individuals were ahrare of
precautions which can be taken prior to the event and the
extent to which such precautions have been taken. rn addition,
questions are asked to illicit information on any mitigatíon
measures adopted to reduce future hurricane threats. Finarly,
given that interviews \À/ere conducted during the hurricane
season, respondents were questioned about their level of
preparedness. The results from the study may help in
understanding the status and concepts of disaster managernent

on the island of Nevis.

2.5 Disaster l,fanagement in Nevis

concepts of disaster manag:ement have been outlined in
section 2.2. Arthough disaster plans have be,en drafted on two

occasions, l-989 and !gg4e, neither of these plans has been

debated or becorne legislation to date. sinirarry, whire the
disaster plans make references to a plethora of d.isasters,

disaster management can be summarised prinarily in the context
of hurricane preparedness activities. At present, disaster

9lhe 1989 disaster plau refers to the tfevis Disaster plan which was
an a"rñex to the National (St,.Kitts & Nevis) Disaster plan. lhe L994Disaster PIan refers to a draft National Disaster plan.
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management is nebulous and normally confined to the annual

hurricane season. While there has been some improvements over

the last few years, there is need for an integrated approach

to hazard and disaster managernent on Nevis. The passaqe of
Hurricane Hugo may have exposed the general inadequacies of
our preparedness activities. The absence of riterature on

dj-saster management in Nevj-s has necessitated descriptions of
dísaster management trends on the island..

Despite having draft disaster plans, there is rittle
evidence of community invol-vement in planning. \Experience has

shown that programs planned and executed from the nationaL

level without extensive j-nvorvement of locar- people (ie., top-
down approaches) are onry rnargi-nalry successful (cuny,

1988:9). rn addition, based on information provided. Mr. Newton

(Disaster co-ordinator for Nevis) during my fierd work, the
1-989 draft National Disaster plan r¡ras being revised by the
Nevis Disaster conmittee which comprised nainly of departments

heads on the island. Furthermore, it is rather ironic that of
over 40 members on the draft National Disaster Comrnittee there
is only one representative from Nevis. sinirarLy, there is no

reference to Nevis throughout the draft National pran nor is
there any reference to the 1-999 Disaster pran. rn short, it j-s

not explicitry stated whether each island will have its o$¡n

pran or whether the disaster prans wilr be combined to form a

single document. There j-s little evidence to suggest that
local groups and organisations are invotved in the pranning
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However, neither of the draft disast,er plans has been

debated in the House of Assembly or has become legislation.
Even more important, is the fact that at the time of writing
the Disaster coordinator for Nevis operates without a budget.

rn spÍte of the inchoate status of the disaster prans, three
main thrusts have been observed about disaster development on

the island of Nevis invotving hurricane proofing, warning and

evacuation.

2.5.1 Eurricane Proofing

Arthough the strength of a buirding is constrained by a

number of factors such as cost and the guality of workmanship,

several measures can be impremented prior to the storm onset

to reduce damage. these include, reinforcing roofs, clinching
nai1s, barring windows and doors, along with other
preparedness measures. Long-term structural mitigation
measures can be incorporated during the design and.

construction stages. specific auidelines or building codes may

be necessary to enure standards are adhered to during the

construction of new buildings. Moreover, older buildings which

do not meet specific requirements can be retrofitted in order

to make them hurricane and earthquake resistant. srnith, (],992)

defines retrofitting as rrthe act of nodÍfying an existing
building to protect it, or its contents, from a darnaging

eventrr.
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There is some evidence that efforts are been made to
ensure that hurricane resistant structures are build on Nevis.
Firstly, a Hurricane Resistant construction Manual $¡as

prepared by UNCHS in 1991 for the Government of st. Kitts and

Nevis. The Manual is intend.ed to assist small scale
contractors and home buirders in adopting appropriate
hurricane resistant construction techniques (uNcHS, 1_991_:L) .

secondly, a draft copy of the organisation of East caribbean

States Building Codes has been circulated. to member states for
review. rt is hoped that these guidelines will eventually be

made mandatory thereby providing the standard for the
construction of buirdings on the island. Hovrever, given the
politicar rhetoric involving legislation throughout the
caribbean, improved public education and warning may prove

more effective in the short-run. Generalry, the adoption of
mandatory building codes depends on the politicar will to
implement them.

Moreover, the presence of building codes does not
necessarily lead to the adherence of standards nor are

buildings standards present throughout the caribbean. For

instance, although Jamaica had building cod.es since j-9g3, much

of the damagie caused by Hurricane Gilbert in L989, can be

attributed to poor standards of buildings. As clement (L990)

explained, 'rlamentable standard of buirding construction in
many ways contributed greatly to the degree of destruction
experienced throughout the islandr. on too many occasions have
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short cuts in building guality been taken (1990 z20).

sinilarly, Gibbs (L992) | succinctly summarises the state of
the building industry in the commonwealth caribbean:

The commonwealth caribbean is an area where the buirdingindustry - is largely unregulated with respect tóstructural safety. Mandatory building codes exisË in onlya minority of countries. rn effãct, buirdings are
designed and constructed to a variety of standards. Thereis littre uniformity in practice. No two firns in any onecountry use the same codes. No two engineers in any onefirm use the same design criteria. And it is rare tor any
one . eng,ineer to adop{ a uniform approach for all hisprojects. such excessive 1äaiviauality iscounterproductive and wasteful (L992zZ) .

rn short, much efforts are needed to upgrade the status of the
building i-ndustry throughout the caribbean and more

inportantly on a very smarl and ress organised island like
Nevis.

2.5.2 lfumicane trarninss

Hurricane warnings are pivotal in the disaster management

efforts on the isrand, successfur warnings wirl ensure the
protection of life and property. The standard procedure is to
air bulletins at the start of the hurricane season and

throughout, reminding residents to take precautions during the
season. Bulletins are aired at regular intervars throughout
the season. rn the event of a threatening tropical storm or
hurricane, more frequent advisories and warnings are given.
Irlhil-e warnings have been apart of the pro-active response to
threatening hurricanes, the absence of an official Disaster
co-ordinator prior to 1993, rây have nullified the impact of



such messag'es.

The fact that there is an appointed Disaster co-ordinator
on the island does suggest that somebody is officiarly in
charge of collecting and disseminating hurricane warnings to
the public. At the time of Hurricane Hugo, there was no such

authority to alert and warn the populace of threatening storms

and hurricanes. During my research it rdas evident that the

warning system was rnuch more organised than it was in 1999.

However, there nay be a need to have some form of warning

system established in each district. This may take the form of
sirens or the ringing of church bells. These tlpes of warning'

are likely to reach more peopÌe, especj-a11y the erderly who

may not be able foll-ow hurricane warnings on the radio and

television.

studies have reported that the warning source does irnpact

on the belief and response to disasters. lrrarnings from

official sources (police, state patrol, fire d.epartment) and

more like1y to be believed (Mileti, et âf., L97Sz2L).

Sirnilarly, Perry (L982) reported that the higher the

credibility of the sender, the more likery the individual is
to believe that he is at risk simply on the word of the

authori-ty. Irlithin the context of Hurricane Hugo in Nevis there

is rittle evidence that there was any authoritative warníngs

about the pending catastrophic storm.
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2.5.3 Evacuation to shelters

Evacuation remains the main pre-impact response to
hurricanes in affected areas. However, even when warned of
pending hurricanes residents are often reluctant to evacuate

their homes to seek shelters. rn Nevis, the annual preparation
for the hurricane season involves the formation of di-saster

management committees and the designation of public emergency

shel-ters with shelter managers to man the buildings. since the

appointment of a Disaster co-ordinator in i-993, steps have

been taken to irnprove shelters. For instance, signs have been

praced on all the buildings designated as sherters. rn
addition, the Pubric !{orks Department was in the process of
evaluating the suitabil-ity of designated shelters. while
sherter provision appears to be a difficult proposition, the

extent to which residents are wirring to evacuate to sherters
needs to be understood. rn addition, the fact that some

shelters were ej-ther completery destroyed or severely damaged

during Hurricane Hugo nay have resulted in a lack of
confidence in the security offered by these shelters.

studies on evacuation behaviour during hurricanes has

been inconclusive. For instance, Moore,s (i-963) comparison of
the evacuation responses of the residents of cameron parish

(Louisiana) and chambers county (Texas) to Hurricane carra

suggest that apprehension about the hurricane threat, and in
turn heightened evacuation, may be enhanced in a community

that has recentry experienced a previous hurricane of a

6A
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substantial magnitude. Because the experience of a devastatíng
Hurricane Audrey was stirl fresh in the minds of cameron

residents, the author hypothesised this to have caused

significantly greater apprehensíon about the oncoming

hurricane and thus more extensive evacuation (1994:96).

similarly, the concept of subculture v/as posited to explain
the unwillingness of rarge numbers of coastal residents to
evacuate in the face of clear hurricane threats.

However, Barker (r9792L7) in his review of four studies
of hurricane evacuation on the east coast of the usA, reported
that taking the results at face val-ue it seems clear that
presence or absence of previous experience, per sê, is
unrelated to evacuation. The same is true with respect to the
number of hurricanes experienced, recency of oners experience

and whether damages or injuries were suffered by one/s

household......Residents who had evacuated. in previous

hurricanes Ï¡ere also the most probabre to evacuate during
Hurricane Carla. There is also some evid.ence that individuals
are inclined to judge the probable destructive effects of an

incoming hurricane upon the basis of the last one that
affected the area and are more often not inclined to evacuate

(Moore et â1., 1963 and Quarantelli, tgeOb) .

Given that storm surgies are a major threat during
hurricanes, there is some evidence that the location of
residents will influence evacuation behaviour. According to
Mileti, êt â1., (1,975) , the propensity to evacuate varies
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directly with selected site characteristics and physical
proximity to predicted impact areas. Baker (L979) has also
reported that elevation of the respondentrs home above mean

sea lever exhibited one of the strongest associations with
evacuation produced by any of the four studies. The

rerationship r{as clearly rnonotonic with people riving in
lowest-lying areas being the most 1ikely to leave (Lg7g:19).

However, there is littl-e evidence that storm surges have

historically been a major threat on Nevis arthough severe

beach erosion has occurred even during the passage of tropical
storms.

chapter rr has outlined some of Lhe main issues and

concepts reported in the riterature on human response to
natural hazards and hurricanes. Factors affecting the adoption

of adjustments strategies has also been d.iscussed. rn
addition, a basic description of disaster management on the

island of Nevis has also been attempted. chapter rrr will
explain the sampling procedure and methods of data collection
used in this study.



this chapter describes the research method.ology which

includes the sarnpling procedure emproyed in the collection of
prirnary data. The chapter is divided into two sections,
sources of data and methods of data correction and analysis.

3.1 Sources of Data

CEAPTER 3

UETEODOIJOGY

Despite the fact that the isrand of Nevis has been

devastated by various hazards in the past, there is a general

paucity of disaster related information. until- 7gg3, there was

no established office or agency to coord.inate disaster
activities on the island. consequently, at the onset of
Hurricane Hugo in l-989, there r¡/ere no organj-sed efforts at
formally evaluating the households response to the hurricane
and the extent to which they have adopted precautionary

measures to reduce the impact of future hurricanes. Even with
the establishment of a Disaster preparedness office, the
scarcity of resources makes data collection at the household

leveI a daunting task. Given the general rack of data, the
collection of primary data at the field level was considered

essential for the purpose of this study.
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3.1.2 Primarv Data Sources

Given the paucity of research materiar in Nevis, data for
the study $¡ere obtained sorely from primary sources. The
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survey instrument used in this research nas successfurly
adninistered to 206 respondents out of a target of 22o. The

questionnaire survey was undertaken during a two-¡nonth period

from the last week in september to the rniddle of Novernber,

4994. rn order to reduce errors associated with the use of
different interviewers and to standardise recordings and

observations, all interviews l^¡ere conducted by the researcher.

The questionnaire data were suppremented by five case studies
of respondents who were purposively selected to provide

additional- information not covered by the questionnaire. Al1

the case studies were of respondents whose homes were totaj-J-y

destroyed during Hurricane Hugro.

Additionar insights were gathered through personal

observations of building designs across the islands.
Interviel¡/s were also conducted with the Disaster Coordinator

in Nevis, the Deputy Federal Disaster coordinator i-n st. Kitts
and several informal interviews with members of the

construction industry and the chairman of the Nevis Building
Board. These j-nterviews provided insights into the challenges

of managing disasters on the island and the response of
building fraternity since Hurricane Hugo. For instance, it was

realised that the strong'est buildings are often designed to
withstand hurricane winds of up to L2s rniles per hour. rn

addition, there r^¡as consensus amonq Èhe contractors
interviewed that poor building construction can be bramed for
rnuch of the damage caused by Hurricane Hugo. rt was also
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revealed that since Hurricane Hugo, contractors have been

encouraged to incorporate traditionar roof d.esigns to
strengthen buildings.

3.1.3 Ouestionnaire Desicrn

A questionnaire was designed to illicit the information
required to meet the objectives of the study and consisted of
three rnajor sections (see, Appendix B). The first section
focused on the past hurricane experience of respondents,

aspects of evacuation to shelters, traditional coping

mechanisms, the perception of hurricanes and whether or not
respondents had hurricane insurance. rn the second section,
the questions vtere limited to their experience wj-th Hurricane

Hugo. This section focused on thej-r receipt of warnirgsr the

quality of warning received and whether hurricane preparedness

measures v¡ere adopted prior to the arrival of Hurricane Hugo.

rnformation on the type and extent of damage, how affected
respondents recovered and the type of precautionary measures

adopted since the passage of Hurricane Hugo. section three

focused on household characteristics, housing structure, along

with a checklist of household preparedness levels.

3.2 Methods of Data Collection and Analysis

3.2.1 SelectÍon of studv Area

The island of Nevis was sel-ected

it has been periodically ravaged by

for this study because

hurricanes throughout
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history. rn addition, given its smarl size, the entire ísland
can be wiped out by a single event if adequate preparations

are not adopted. Although only four hurricanes have dírectly
affected the island during the present century, their impact

has been dramatic and has affected the social, economic and

political deveÌopment on the island. Similarly, the ravages

caused by Hurricane Hugo l-989 suggest that residents were

overwhelmed by the severity of the storm. since 61- years had

elapsed since the 1-928 hurricane and the onset of Hurricane

Hugo in L989, the study can provide a point of reference to
assess the extent to which mitigation and preparedness

measures have been adopted since l-989. There is some evidence

that traditional buildings were designed. to withstand

hurricane force winds. However, there $/as a dramatic shift
av¡ay form the traditional designs prior to the onset of
Hurricane Hugo. The absence of any mandatory build.ing codes

means that there is much variation in the quality of
construction on the island.

Nevis is administratively divided into five parishes

(Figure 3.1-) . Although there is much variation in the physical

size of the parishes, there is little variation in actual
population sizes. However, given its minuscule size and

Iocation within the hurricane zone, the whole island remains

vulnerable to future storms.
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3.2.2 Selection of Sample Population

Based on preliminary reports frorn the LggL census, Nevis

has a total of 2,686 household and a total population of
9rL30. Given the fact that decisions related to hazard

mitigation are made at the househol-d level, it was decided to
conduct interviews with a sample of heads of households.

AJ-though a sample in excess of 4OO households would have

proven statistically ideal, the harsh reality of conducting

research with the constraints of time and minirnal finances

dictated that a more pragrmatic number be selected.

Conseguently, it was decided that a target of 220 households

(L2.2 percent of all households) would be adequate for the

study.

Given the smal1 physical size of the isJ-and, and the fact
that the whole population is vulnerable to trurricanes, it was

decided that all the households on the island be included in
the sample fraine. Consequently, the target population was all
the heads of households on the island. Based on prelíminary

results of the 1991- population census, the number of

households in each parish was:

St. Paul 460
St. John 663
St. George 601
St. James 477
St. Thomas 485

The number of households per parish was used to calculate the

proportion (percentage) of households living in each parish

(Table 3. L) . Once these proportions r,¡ere established, the
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sampre síze to be serected in each parish rras arrived by

calculating the percentage of household.s in each parish as a
proportion of the desired sample size (22o). The individuar
households hrere selected by the use of a stratified. simple
random samplelo using the point sampling technique.

TÀBLE 3. ]-

Sample Size and Respondents per parish

Parish

St. Paul

Zof
household

per parish

St. John

St. ceorge

St. Thomas

Sample of
households
per parish

St. James

This technique v¡as used in order to determine the number

households to be selected per parish and point sarnpling

reduce the number of households who may have been excluded

Successful
Interviews

l0 s"" Moser and Kalton (L972:107) for explanation of this technigue.

of

to

l_t



they e/ere selected using a non-spatial technique.

fn order to locate the sampling units, a standard point
sampling procedure sras followed. Thus, a gridded (ltt squares)

transparent, paper was superimposed on a t9B9 ordinance survey

topographical (1-:25000) map of Nevis. With the use of a light
tabre, the rnap of Nevis was traced onto the gridded squares.

The grids covering the rnap area v/ere numbered, that is, from

west to east and from south to northr so that the values

increased eastwards and northwards away from the point of
origin. Numbers from a random nurnber table r^rere used to locate
the sampl-e units which are represented by small squares on the

map. Given that the varues exceeded i-oo in each direction, the

first six values in each group of random numbers v/ere used ín
the same v/ay as eastings and northings. Therefore, the first
three numbers were counted to the right (west to Bast) and the

next three numbers r¡rere counted from south to north. The point
arrived at was used to locate the sample uniLs, that is the

building closed the point. The procedure hras repeated until
the desired number of units T¡Jere sel_ected.

In order to reduce some of the problems usually
encountered with the use of the point sampling technique, it
was decided that points located more that one mire (straight
line) avray from any residential areas would be discarded and

another poínt located. This hras useful especially in the

forested central (mountainous) region and the largely
uninhabited south and south west portion of the isrand.
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similarly, where the sarnpling units had non-residential
funct,ions (eg. school-s, churches, vacant houses etc. ) the
cl-osest occupied dwelling was to be selected.

Howeverr âs is evident from Table 2.L, there vrere some

unsuccessful attempts at interviewing the respondents. There

v¡ere two main reasons for this lack of success. Firstly some

of the respondents openly refused to anshrer because they
craimed to be too busy at the time or were scepticar of
sharing their experiences. whire in other cases it v/as

difficult Lo find the respondents even after futile efforts at
rescheduling the interviews.

3.2.3 The Pre-test

A pre-test of the questionnaire was conducted prior to
the survey. Three heads of household T¡/ere purposefurly
selected from each of the five parishes and were tested with
a draft copy of the questionnaire. The pre-test provided some

usefur information which red to some changes and ad.ditions to
the original- questionnaire. For instance, from the pre-test it
v/as realised that the heads of househords often appeared.

perprexed when they vrere asked about severe tropical storms.

This nay be attributed to the fact that it, is not customary

for Nevisians to respond to tropical storm warnings. The fact
that the najority of intervievrees in the pre-test asked. what

!.¡as meant by severe tropical storrn suggested that distinctions
between the different phases in the development of a hurricane
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are not fully underst,ood. rn effect, residents hrere much more

comfortable with the word frhurricaner. Discussions during the
pre-test with members of the building frat,ernity suggest that
there hras some relationship between the shape of the roof and

susceptibility to storms. Às a result the section on buirding
structure was elaborated to incl-ude structure, roof shape

(style) and roof pitch. The pre-test also facilitated the
coding of some of the uncoded questions.

3.2.4 l{ethod of Data Ànalvsis

survey data h¡ere processed using the statisticar package

for social scientists (spss). spss $/as used because it
provides an efficient way of processing large data sets and

with much scope for manipulating coded data.

Due to the nominal nature of most of the data colrected,
chi-square significance tests hrere applied t,o hypotheses r and

rr. rn addition, hypothesis rrr !,ras tested by the use of
descriptive statistics (e.g., mean and standard deviation) .

3.2.5 Limitation of the prinary Data

Although the sample frame implemented in the study was

designed to reduce samplj-ng errors in the survey results, some

errors were impossible to eriminate since they hrere only
identified during the course of the survey. For example, the
varying educational Level of respondents often rendered

questions designed in standard Engrish impracticar. As a
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result the local dialect had to be used at times to itlicit
the required information. This $/as more cotnmon among the older
and l-ess formally educated respondents. Furthermore, because

five years has erapsed since Hurricane Hugo, it $/as sometimes

difficult for the respondents to recall factual information.
This $¡as parti-cularIy important with respect to the
approximate cost of property damage sustained. by respondents

and may have resul-ted in some inaccurate ans\Árers to this
question. rn addition, some of the i-nformation (eg.

perception) collected would have been more appropriately
collected through longitudinar studi_es. other possible
l-initations to the primary data set are:

1-) Although respondents were informed that the questionnaire
would last about twenty five mj-nutes, their inquisitive minds

often resulted in much lengthy discussions during the
interview which at times resulted in a rush towards the end.

This, of course, may have affected the accuracy of some of the
responses to later questions.

2) Respondents often viewed the asking of questions about

Hurricane Hugo as a kind of inventory for g'overnment to give
assistance even where it v/as not needed. consequently, many

respondents sometirnes forgot the purpose of the survey and

often reminded the interviewer of the fact that they did not
get any assistance after Hurricane Hugo. Therefore, estimates
of damage may have been inflated in some cases as may be the
case with respect to the receipt of assistance for recovery.



3) SometÍmes respondents agreed

were occupied with household

concentration invariable lapsed

interview.

4) The nature of questions often red to poriticar as well as

religious overtones; discussions about rocal politics was a

cornmon crimax of the interviews. one such issue v¡as the
Government airport extension relocation project in New castle
village. Residents quite often had mixed reaction to what they

consider a waste of tax-payers money.

5) Given the DeveJ-oping I.Iorrd context, it was not uncommon for
respondents to view surveys with suspicion since surveys are

sometimes seen as the basis for increased taxes sources,

especially with regard to questions relating to land tenure

and housing structure. others complained of the fact that
people are always coming to ask questions and they do not

receive any feedback. The 1,99L population census vras the rnain

case in point since after four years the results had. not been

released to the public.

6) It became obvious at times that informants tried'to irnpress

the investigator. This was evident among some of the more

educated who fel-t that they had to appear knowledgeable and.

welr organised in terms of the adoption of preparedness and

nitigation measures. ThÍs may have resulted in inaccurate or

exaggerated information.

7) rt $/as quite conmon for the respondents to solicit the
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chores, consequently their
from time to time during the
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assistance of a relative or spouse in providing information
which may have affected the accuracy of the information in
such cases.

However, despite these limitations, the survey on

mitigation, preparedness and response to the hurricane threat
on the island of Nevis provided pertinent information. The

data provide insight on the nature of their experiences,

beriefs and perception of hurricanes¡ ês well as attempts at
adopting precautionary measures since Hurricane Hugo and. on

their preparedness Ievels. rt also provided information on

household characteristics and the housing characteristics on

the isrands. The results of the survey wilr be presented in
the following Chapter.



This chapter consists of the data analysis focusing on the
tradit,ional coping mechanisms, willingness to evacuate and.

percept,ion of hurricane threat. The three hlpotheses are
tested firstry, that lack of hurricane experience, inadequate

warning and socioeconomic variabres contributed to the row

preparedness level during Hurricane Hugo. second.ly, that the
adoption of precautionary measures in the post-Hurricane Hugo

era is related to the intensity of hurricane impact and

socioeconomic characteristics of the respondents. Thirdry,
that given the recency and najor economic impact of Hurricane

Hugo, a higher lever preparedness existed on the isrand during
the L994 Hurricane season. Aspects of household. recovery are

also discussed.

DATÃ AÀTAI,YSTS

4.1 Ilurricane Experience and Traditional coping Mechanisms

The majority of respondents reported hurricane ex¡rerience

while living on Nevis. of the 206 respondents, l-93 had.

experienced a hurricane whj-le living on Nevis while there were

thirteen respondents without any hurricane experj-ence. Those

respondents who did not have any hurricane experience were

either a$¡ay on vacation during Hurricane Hugo or were migrants

who have returned home during the post-Hurricane Hugo era.

sirnilarry, there rtrere only fourteen respondents who did not

experience Hurricane Hugo. Nevertheless, Hurricane Hugo
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provided the sore hurricane experience for the rnajority
respondents.

Since the two earlier hurricanes in this century occurred

in 1-924 and 1-928, those who experienced them were small

children or young adults at the time, albeit many had vivid
recorlections. À total of 26 (L2 percent) and 34 (1-7 percent)

respondents experienced the hurricanes of Lgz4 and Lgzg

respectively. rn addition, in the 1-920,s most of the homes

r¡/ere of thatched roof and vrere therefore easily ravaged by

hurricanes and tropical storms. Nevertheless, residents with
conventional homes v/ere accustomed to taking hurricane
precautions during the hurricane season, even without
sophisticated hurricane warning devices.

rn the 1920s/ warning was minimar and residents often had

to rely on nature for cues or officiar warnings when there was

an approaching hurricane. As Byron (1988) commented \there was

no superior radio warning systems, though there were wise men,

notably Mr. Henville in st. Kitts and Mr. IrI. G. selkridge in
Nevis who, with the herp of barometers and other weather-

watching devices could usually forecast when a hurricane $ras

due to strike the island'. one respondent mentioned that once

vilragers heard that the \barometer rras lowt they would bar up

and take other precautions. rn effect, when the barometer is
Iow, warnings rrere given, usually by \word of mouthr, the

ringing of church bells or the sound of a siren. As one

respondent remarked:

78
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rrl{r. Francis Claxton of Gallows Bay used. to go
around with a bell and ring the betl, passing andspeaking, informing people of the 1átest
development in the v¡eather. Then people hook downtheir doors and windows and run by somebod.y with abig size house. Some people even uÈed wire ãr rope=
and tie their house to a tree. rl

Byron (1988) also supports this type of warning, nthen the
police would go through the viJ-lages warning peopre to bar up

their houses and to move out to emergency sherters such as the

court House, Porice station, Methodist church etc. until it
has passed. rr However, some residents often relied on cues from

nature.

Nevertheless, when asked whether there v/ere signs which

indicated when a hurricane is approaching, the rnajority (60

percent) of the respondents were unav/are of these signs, while
26 percent $/ere av/are and i-3 percent v/ere uncertain. The

rerati-vely low level- of awareness of environmental cues

reported by the respondents was not surprisi-ng since only a

smalI ninority had 'thurricane experiencerf pri-or to Hurricane

Hugo in L989. However, research has shown that ,such

renvironmental cuesrt inpact the perceptions of understand.ing,

berieving, personalisingr âs werl as the actual action
(Drabek , 1-969: Mileti, et âÌ. , 1-g7S and. Fitzpatrick and

Mileti, 1991). Thus the inability of many respondents to
identify environmental cues nay have influenced their actions

during the warning phase of Hurricane Hugo. The most commonly

reported signs v/ere the very dark clouds and fitfur gusts

(Tab1e 4.1) .



Natural Signs of an Approaching Hurricane*

Signs

Very dark clouds

Horizon turns red

Very calm conditions

TABLE 4.1

Unusual animal
behaviour

Fitful gusts

Roaringr sea

Flying weather birds

Leaves on \trumpett
tree in the mountain
turn white

Freguency

TOTALS

22

rn the past residents had often tried to reduce the
forces of hurricanes and tropicar storms by adopting various
precautions. However, given the low freguency of hurricanes in
the years prior to Hurricane Hugo in l-999, it was not
surprising to learn that many respondents do not normally take
precautionary measures during the hurricane season, albeit the
passage of Hurricane Hugo may have reversed this trend.
Nonethel-ess, discussions with several older residents revealed

that ít hras once customary for people to store varuables in

4
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2

*MuLtipl-e resÞonses

28.6

19

5.2
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boxes and prop houses with ìy/ shaped postsr¡rl at the start of
the hurricane season. rn addition, sherter vras often provided

for domestícated animars. rn some cases the spaces under the
houses were used to shelter anj-mals during stormy conditions.
similarly, the large domesticated animals such as cattre and

donkeys are often untethered during stormy weather.

rt appears that a hurricane subculture once existed at
the individual level, that caused. residents to voluntarily
take precauti-onary measures at the start of the hurricane
season. As one respondent indicated, it r¡/as conmon for
villagers to secure their roofs and do minor repairs to their
homes in anticipation of the hurricane seasons. The ringing
sound of hammers pounding on the house roofs often signarled
the start of the hurricane season. such practice v/as stirl
common even during the early a97osrz. However, changing

lifestyles and building materials along with the proronged

absence of hurricanes, mây have been the main causes for the
disappearance traditional preparedness practices in recent
years. the general move to masonry in place of the traditj_onal
wood or tapia as a building material has resurted in houses

with greater mass and hence greater resistance (except for the
roof) to destruction by hurricanes, but conversely much

llÎb"r" are simply rarge poles with two prongs at one end. A stick
or pole with sush a shape is loqally referred to as a ,,fork stick. " These
!.¡ere prevalent when many residents had cbattel houses.

12 Recounting personal experieace, precautionary measures were mainly
adopted by the older people in the connu¡rities.
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greater exposure to damage by earthquakes (Tourblin, 1981:343).

sirnilarly, the popular use of louvres and decorative g,lasses

to replace traditionar shutters on doors and windows has

increased the vulnerability of modern homes to hurricanes.
For instance, there r¡¡ere many complaints of water entering the

house through the rouvres during Hurricane Hugo. However, the
post Hurricane Hugo era has witnessed a rebirth of traditional
construction designs with protective shutters for wind.ows and

doors.

AJ-though there is a paucity of literature on construction
for hurricanes in the region, reports on hurricane damage in
the Caribbean often describe the resilience of the indigenous

homes (eg., oriver and Trollope, Lg8O and. consurting

Engineering Partnership Ltd, 1989). compared to the more

eraborate modern buildings, indigenous buirdings hrere

constructed to withstand hurricane force winds. More

irnportantly, traditionar roof shapes such as the hip and gabre

have been incorporated into buirding codes in the caribbean

(see, Government of st.kitts and Nevis construction Manuar,

L991-). The double gable roofs often form a tunnel through

which wind passes with reduced frictions. siinirarly, the short
overhang and high pitch of the hip roof, provide a Iow

vulnerabirity to hurricanes by reducing the openings to the

roof. However, legislation may be needed to made traditional
roof designs mandatory on new buildings on Nevis. Generally,

the increase in structuralry stronger homes rnakes the
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possibility of evacuation less 1ike1y among'residents on the
island.

4.2 Evacuation to Shelter

since hurricane warnings have changed over time, it was

not surprising that the najority of respondents relied on

radios and televisions for hurricane warníng. I{hen asked. about

the quality of hurricane warning's in Nevis the overwhelning

majority of respondents (7g.6 percent) reporLed that they v/ere

easy to understand. Theref ore, it was rather i_ron j-c that only
61- percent of respondents actualry adopted. any preparedness

measures during the passage of Hurricane Hugo. However, the
reÌatívely Iow level of preparedness may be attributed to the
general lack of previous experíence and the pervasive

atmosphere of disbel-ief that existed prior to the ons]_aught of
Hurricane Hugo.

Although evacuation is a coÍrmon pre-impact planning

measure in the literature on hurricane ad.justments (see

Drabek, 1986, Beatley, et al., rg93) not many respondents have

ever evacuated or expressed any interest in evacuating their
homes in the event of future hurricanes. For instance, only
4.9 percent of the respondents who took emergency measures

during Hurricane Hugo evacuated their homes (Table 4.6). The

poor performances of some designated shelters during Hurricane
Hugo, appeared to have been a significant factor in shaping

the opinion of some respondents. rn addition, some respondents
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recounted a story told by their parents of a 1gB9 hurricane,
when the roof of the Methodist church school in Gingerland,

caved in and killed the shelter manager who was reluctant to
arlow people to reave. Nevertheress, the respondents had.

various reasons for their reluctance to evacuate Lheir homes.

However, when asked whether they v¡ere willing to evacuate if
warned of a threatening hurricane, 127 respondents (62

percent) answered in the negative, 54 respondents (26 percent)

v/ere affirmative, while 23 respondents (L2 percent) were

unsure if they wourd evacuate. rn an attempt to und.erstand. the

reasons why public sherter use in the event of future storms

is not a popular option, respondents were asked to give

reasons for their expressed opinion on their willingness to
evacuate. The main reasons given by those who expressed

willingness to evacuate are my house is not strong enough, ít
depends on the strength of the hurricane and I donrt want to
be by myself (Table 4.2) . It was cornmon for respondents who

indicated that they will evacuate depending on the strength of
the hurricane, to qualify their ansr/er with \once the next

hurricane is stronger than Hurricane Hugo'. This is consistent
with evacuation studies which suggest that once residents are

able to ride out a storm in their homes, that storm becomes

the standard of severity for future storms (see., Saarinen,

1,e82) .

Conversely, the main reasons hrhy respondents v/ere

unwilring to evacuate to sherter were because they felt that
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their house vras either strong enough or strongrer than the
hurricane sherter in their district and that they prefer to
stay at home (Tab1e 4.3).

Reasons why Respondents I,iilr Evacuate to sherters in
the Event of a Future Hurricane

Reasons

House is not safe

Shelter is close to my home

It depends on the strength
of the hurricane

TABLE 4.2

Don't want to be by myself

TOTALS

The survey established that over one third of the respond.ent

felt that their homes were strong enough or stronger than the
designated shelter in their districts. This sug.g:ests that
greater emphasis should be placed on ind.ivid.uar precautionary

and preparedness measures by the officials.
However, the issue of evacuation may have been compounded.

by the fact that some respondents did not know the name of the

designated hurricane sherter in their district. Nevertheless,

the majority of respondents (73 percent) knev¡ the d.esignated

shelter in their area. conversely, only 3s percent of the
respondents knew the shelter managers for the designated

Frequency

22

Percentage
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26

4

40.8

54

3.7

48.L

7.4
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shelter in their communities. similarly, only 37 percent of
the respondents knew the Disaster coordinator for Nevis

compared to 63 percent who did not know the Disaster co-
ordi-nator.

TABLE 4.3

Reasons !,lhy Respondents WiIl not Evacuate
in the Event of a Future Hurricane

Reasons

Have to protect my home

Lack of transportation

The shelter is too far
House is strong enough or
stronqer than shelter
Prefer to stay by a friend
Prefer to stay at home

TOTALS

Not surprisingly, only 29 percent of respondents ever

checked the conditions of the designated sherter. while
relevant information about evacuation and disaster
preparedness is relatively low, continued awareness programs

may enhance the avrareness amongi the respondents. Hov/ever, the

fact that hurricane shelters often Lack facilities may

contribute to the generally 1ow willingness among respondents

to evacuate. In addition, the ability of the Nevis Island

Frequency
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disaster situation is questionable. However the row 1eveI of
planned evacuation is consistent with other studies which have

reported 1ow evacuation levels during hurricanes (see., Haq-ue

and Blair, L992). Therefore, the sherter policy in Nevis rnay

need to be overhauled to accommodate residents reluctance to
evacuate to shelters. Therefore, a greater focus on improved

warning and hurricane proofing should be pursued.

4.3 Perception, Salience and Àwareness of Eurricane

Although hurricanes are a persistent annuar threat to the
island, only 53 percent of the respondents knew the duration
of the hurricane season and 42 percent did not know the
duration of the hurricane season. The other five percent of
the respondents h/ere uncertain. rt v¡as not surprising that
the more vulnerable groups comprising the elderly and the
uneducated dominated the later category. NevertheLess, every

respondent was able to teIl some of the conmon month during
which hurricanes usually occur. However, as Britton (19g1:36)

averred rrahrareness of cyclone hazards by the population,
however, cannot be directly transrated into undertaking
appropriate nitigatory action, or even understanding

appropriate mitigatory procedures.rr Nonetheless, when asked

whether hurricanes present a very serious threat to the

caribbean, 78 percent of the respondents strongly agreed with
the statement, L2 percent agreed, seven percent vrere undecided

and less that three percent disagreed or strongly disagreed.
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The recent experience of Hurricane Hugo may have been a factor
in the overwhelrning agreement with this assertion.

While the najority of the respondents consid.ered

hurrj-canes to be a serious threat, only a small rninority (14

percent) felt that it was very Iikely for another hurricane to
strike Nevis within the next five years. Another t4 percent

felt that it was likely and 64 percent t{ere uncertain, while

the remaining six percent felt that it was either unlíke1y or

very unlikely. This relatively low expectation for another

hurricane within five years, ilây be attributed to the fact
that five years had elapsed since the last hurricane and 6L

years had elapsed prior to the passage of Hurricane Hugo.

However, studies have shown that residents living in high

risks areas tend to discount the reality of the threat (see.,

Kates , 1962) . More so rrpeople think in terms of a I law of

averages' or the rrgambler fallacytr rather than independent

probability (Nea1, êt â1., (1-982) . Therefore, by this logic,
the probability of another hurricane affecting the island in
the near future should be low. Nevertheless, the recent

passage Hurricane Luis (L995), attest to the fact that natural

hazards are indeed random occurrences.

The majority (68 percent) of respondents r¡rere uncertain

whether they would sust.ain any damage in a future hurricanes.

Furthermore, only 21 percent of the respondents felt that they

would suffer damage in the event of another hurricane. It was

not surprising that only eleven percent of the respondents
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not surprising that onry eleven percent of the respondents

$rere confident that they wilr not suffer any damage in the
event of another hurricane. However, when asked whether they
can do anything to reduce hurricane damager ân overwhelming

najority (75 percent) of the respondents were positive, while
14 per cent answered in the negative. The most conmon

mitigation measure suggested by respondents !,ras to bar up

windows and doors (Tab1e 4.4).

Hurricane mitigation Measures suggested by Respondents*

Reasons

Make my house stronger

Reinforce house roof

Bar up windows and doors

Pray to God

TABLE 4.4

fnsure home

Other Precautions

TOTAIS

Although insurance $/as only mentioned by a few

respondents, there is a generally low proportion of the
population with hurricane insurance. only 24 percent of the
respondents reported that they had hurricane insurance.

However, this should be viewed with caution since insurance

*Mul-tiple
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!{as often a pre-requisite for mortgage purposes. One

respondent supports the importance of rnortgag'es, with the

remark, ttl insured in 1989, not because of Hugo but because f
needed to borrow.rf In addition, a few respondents were quick

to point out that wooden houses were not eligible for
insurance. In fact a chi-sguare test shows that there is a

significant (p <.OOl-) relationship between building structure
and whether or not the respondents had hurricane insurance.

Furthermore, unlike the North American context where

there are specific floods and earthquakes insurance, there is
no Government supported hurricane insurance scheme in Nevis.

Instead, hurricane insurance faIls into the category of rtActs

of Naturertr which include other natural hazards. Thus, â[
individual with house insurance is entitled coveraqe once the

house is damaged during a hurricane. The main reason given by

respondents for not having hurricane insurance is the

generally high costs (Tab1e 4.5). As one respondent remarked.

rrI don,t even have money to buy bread much less to insure

house.rr This was consistent with the finding of (paIrn and

Hodgson, L992) who also reported cost as the primary reason

why respondents did not purchase earthquake insurance in
California. Of even gireater concern is the fact that a few

respondents even mentioned that they cancelled their insurance

after Hurricane Hugo because of the large increase in costs.

However, increasing hurricane av¡areness and the prospects of

having to rebuild after a storm, may well force many residents
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to purchase hurricane insurance, albeit the economic rearity
involved may dictate otherwise. The low lever of hurricane
insurance may have crucial consequences for resident,s who are

unenployed or are among the elderly. However, this row level
of insurance coverage suggests that resident,s may be more

willing to adopt mit,igative and preparedness measures to
reduce damage from future hurricane.

TABLE 4.5

Reasons Why House is not Insured Against Hurricanes*

Reasons

Too expensive

Insurance is much trouble

Insurance companies rob
people

It won/t help

House is strong enough

Dontt believe in insurance

It is better to save the
money

the house is not mine

Freguency

TOTALS

Nevertheless, some of the reasons given by the

respondents reflect a negative image of the insurance

companies on the island. Furthermore, a few respondents
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mentioned that they had problems getting money from their
insurance companies to cover repairs from the ravag'es of
Hurricane Hugo. There appears to be some need for increased

public awareness about the inportance of insurance, especially
to recover from destructive natural forces such as hurricanes.
However, in the absence of hurricane insurance, there are

several other measures which can be adopted to reduce damage

from future hurricanes.

4.3 Hurricane Eugo: Ifarning, Preparedness and Response

The literature on adjustments to natural hazard is often
grounded in the concept of theoretical range of adjustments

(see., Burton Kates and White, L97B). Following the work of
Jackson (1-98L), adjustments can be conveniently divided into
two categories: response during and after an event

(preparedness or emergency), compared with precautions that
can be adopted long before the event (Iong-term adjustments).

The fact that hurricanes have an advance warning phase,

indicates that residents should have tine to take certain
emergency actions such as evacuating their homes, bar up

window and doors, reinforce the roof and clear debris from

their yard prior to the onset of the storm. Similarly, longer

term nitigative measures such as building stronger structures,
repairing homes, purchasing insurance, strengthening

foundation form part of the long term adjustment process for
future risks. Both preparedness and ¡nitigation measures are
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examined, respondents were asked to recall events prior to the
onset of Hugo and after.

rt is postulated that the adoption of preparedness

measures at the time of Hurricane Hugo is rerated the general

rack of previous hurricane experience, inadequate warning and

socioeconomic vulnerabilities. only a very smal_I ninority (L7

percent) of the respondents had any previous hurri-cane

experience dating back to L928. similarly, two generations had

g'rov/n and sixty one years had elapsed without the isrand. being
affected by a hurricane. The riterature suggests that
communities with are repeatedly impacted by a disaster are

Iike1y to be more organised to respond. As Fritz (j_9682204)

exprained, rrit is difficult, however, to estabrish and.

maintain an adequate state of preparation under normal

conditions, especially if there has been no recent disaster
experience.rt Therefore, this lack of d.isaster experience may

have contributed to the generally row preparedness rever both

at the institutional level and among residents. rn fact, the
lack of institutional preparedness may have resulted in the
relativery inadequate community preparation. This was evident
in the dissemination of warning and the evacuatj-on of
residents in vulnerable areas.

The fact that Hurricane Hugo occurred one year after
Hurricane Gilbert, made it a very highry publicised storm.

Therefore, it hras not surprising that the majority (gz

percent) of respondents who experienced Hurricane Hugo had
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actuaLly received warnings or knew of the approaching

hurricane. onry two percent of these respondents indicated
that they had not received any hurricane warníng. of those who

received warning, 65 percent indicated that they believed that
the hurricane would strike the isrand compared to the 31

percent who did not believe the warnings and four percent who

v/ere undecided. However, before people can act, they must hear

the warning, understand the warning, believe it, personalise

the information, decide and then take action (Mileti and

sorensen, L987). They further outrined ten variabres which

largery determine public response, one of which is the source

of the warning which must be credible and should contain
endorsements by scientists, organisations and offÍcials
(1987:1"96). However, given the defunct nature of disaster
management in Nevis in t-989, neither the then Disaster
coordinator nor the Prernj-er of Nevis mad.e any emergency

declaration of the pending disaster. The literature also
suggests that more specific messages produce higher revers of
warning belief and perceived risks (perry, Lind.err and Greene,

1982a). Therefore, the absence of any specific warnings by the
authorities in Nevis during Hurricane Hugo may help exprain

why many residents did not take the warnings from the radios
and televisions stations in neighbouring isrands very
seriously.

fn order to gauge the quality of warning received,

respondents were asked to describe the quarity of warning that
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they received on a five point scaIe, one being very inadequate

and five being very adequate. The majority of the respondents

fel-t that the warning had been either inadequate (40 percent)

or very inadeguate (30 percent). conversely, a very smalr

ninority of respondents fert that the warning had been either
very adequate (l- percent) or adequate (5 percent) while L6

percent of the respondents were undecided about the qual-ity of
warning they received. The absence of any official disaster
warning by the Premier or the chairman of the Disaster
committee may help explain the sense of apathy that pervaded

on the island at the time of Hurricane Hugro. There vrere no

sirens, nor ringing of bells or any locar level warnings to
convey the feeling of an inminent emergency situation.

Although the rnajority of the respond.ents had received
warning, over one third (39 percent) of the respondents did
not take any preparedness measures to reduce damage from

Hurricane Hugo. rn fact, all of the respondents who

experienced Hurricane Hugo indicated that they were aware of
the preparedness measures prior to the onset of the storm. of
those who took measures, conventional preparedness measures

such as reinforcing sheetings, barring windows and doors and

stocking emergency food supplies r¡rere ad.opted. The only
unusual measure vras the two respondents who indicated that
they rtied down' their house (Table 4.6).

Furthermore, those who moved to shelter basically
sheltered with friends and families. rn some cases people
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moved during the storm once their house was danaged.. For

instance, one respondent explained that his house roof was

blown off when wind entered his house when he opened a door t,o
provide shelter for some neighbours whose home was desÈroyed.

other preparedness measures include putting stones on the roof
during the eye of the storm, moving fishing boats away from

the sea and tieing them to a tree. several respondents even

suggested that if they had known that the storrn would be so

dangerous they would have adopted preparedness measures.

TABLE 4.6

Preparedness Measures Adopted by Respondents

Precautionary measures

Moved to shelter

Reinforced SheetJ-ngs

Bar windows and doors

Clear debris/cut
overhanging trees

Stocked supplies

Tie down roof

TOTALS

Frequency

The fact that only the elderly respondents had

experienced either the 1-924 or the L92B hurricanes, makes it.
understandable that most of other respondents could not fathom

*Mul-tiple r

13

p

72

l-08

Percentage

esponse

10

63

pos

4.9

26.7

2

268

40.3

e.

3.7

23.5

.7

100
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the magnitude of the damage that courd be caused by Hurricane

Hugo. rn addition, there was no emergiency organisation which

existed to coordinate activities before, during and after the
hurricane. when asked about the about the impact of Hurricane

Hugo, the majority of respondents (53 percent) felt that it
\Á/as more than they expected. sinilarly, almost one third (30

percent) felt that the irnpact of Hurricane Hugo was much more

that what they expected while five percent thought that the
impact vras ress that what they had expected. rn short, the
absence of first-hand hurricane experience contributed to the
reratively unprepared state which existed on the Nevis at the
tirne of Hurricane Hugo.

Given the general lack of hurricane experience among the
respondents, it r¡/as expected that variation in ad.optÍon of
preparedness measures during Hurricane Hugo would be

significantry related to the âgê, occupation and educationar

level of the respondents. The adoption of preparedness

measures varied with the socioeconomic characteristics of the
respondents (Appendix c). However, chi-square tests revealed

that the carcurated value for each variabre is ress than the

critical value (Table 4.7) . Therefore, this a1lows for the

rejection of Ho, which stated that the decision to adopt

preparedness measures was related to the âgê, educational

level and occupational categories of the respondents, and the

acceptance of Hl. The results suggest that Èhe observed

differences in the adoption of prepared.ness measures during



Hurricane Hugo eras not sígnificantly related to the

socioeconomic characteristics of the respondents. Therefore,

the general lack of hurricane ex¡lerience and inadequate

warning may account for the relatively low level of
preparedness among respondents regardless of socioeconomic

characteristics. This resuLt contradicts other research that
has reported associations between preparedness and

socioeconomic variables (e.9., Palm L981 and Neal, êt al.,
Le82).

The concept of disaster subculture is increasíng1y being

used to describe the behavioural outcomes and coping

mechanisms portrayed by those who are subjected to repetitive
natural disaster impacts (Britton, 1981 257) .
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Adoption of Preparedness During Hurricane Hugo
by Socioeconomic Variables

Variables

Àge

Education

Occupation

Calculated
Value

Table 4.7

ns = not significant

I,ihile the island of Nevis is
frequently by hurricanes and

2.28

1. 00

.55

df Critical
Value

3

3

3

7.82

7.82

7.82

Significance
Level

threatened annually and missed

tropical storms prior to l9B9,

.31- ns

.79 ns

.90 ns
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there had not been any major natural hazard impact on the
island for over two generations. Although a subculture may

have existed in the past when hurricanes were more frequent,
the hitus of hurricane events had overwhelmed the tend.ency to
expect hurricanes in Nevis. weller and wenger have pointed out
that the development of a subculture v¡ithin a conmunity j_s

facilitated by three factors: repetitive disaster irnpacts,

a disaster agent which regularry allows a period of
forewarning, and the existence of a consequentj-ar damage that
is sarient to various segments of the community (Hannigan and

Kueneman, L97921,32). Based on these features, it can be argued

that the absence of repetitive disaster impact and

consequential damage that is salient to various segnnents of
the community i-nfluenced the low lever response to Hurricane

Hugo.

The findings of a Disaster rnvestigative Report by oriver
and Throllope (l-981-) on the impact of Hurricane Alren on st.
Lucia in 198L give credence to the attitude which pervades in
areas which have had a prolonged absence of major storm

impact. They stated that:
rrThe survey concluded that whilst ar¡rareness of the storm
I¡ras high, public response v/as low and. poor. The
explanation $/as suggested to be r) lack of hurricane
experience, rr) lack of pubJ-ic education about natural
hazards, rrr) the carefree attitude of the public and rv)
insufficient detailed advice at the time of the hurricane
approachrr (l-981: 57) .

This contrasts sharpry with the welr organised and high revel
response in Darwin (Australia) to cyclone Max as reported by
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Britton (1981-). However, the operational factor here was the

fact that the peopl-e of Darwin had learnt their lessons from

their experience with the passag:e of Cyclone Tracy which

devastated Darwin in L974. Therefore, not only vras the

emergency organisations more organised but the people were a

l-ot nore cooperative and responsive than they r¡rere in 1974. fn
short, in the absence of disaster experience, even when near

misses are conmon, the \it can/t happen here syndrome, tends

to pervade, culminating in low preparedness levels for pending

disasters.

In an atternpt to understand the reasons why some

respondents did not take preparedness measures during the

passage of Hurricane Hugo, they vrere asked what lrrere the main

reasons for not doing so? Some did not believe in the

hurricane warning, which is most likeIy attributable to the

lack of hurricane experience among the majority of
respondents. Others indicated that they felt their house was

strong enoug'h, while for some respondents they sirnply did not

receive any warning (Table 4.8). A few respondents indicated

that is was God/s work which may reflect ingrained religi-ous

disposition or fatalism of these respondents. In fact it was

conmon for some respondents to say \when God is doing his
work, nobody can stop himt.



Reasons Why Preparedness Measures T{ere not taken
During Hurricane Hugo

Did not receive warning

Thought house was strong
enougrh

Reasons

TABLE 4.8

Did not believe warningr

Underestimated hurricane
strength

It was God,s work

TOTALS

For some respondents they simply underestimated the

damage potential of the hurricane. However, some of the

respondents may have adopted the sit-Back-And-wait (sBAw)

approach as reported by Britton (1989:1-09) t ey vrere affected
by the \ít can/t happen here syndrome'. Whatever the motive,

the number of times the island has had near misses may in some

way justify any false confidence d.isplayed by residents.

Frequency

2

13

101

Percentage

28

8

3.1

4.4 The Adoption of Mitigative Measure After Hurricane Hugo

Although no amount of warning night have adequately

prepared residents for the onslaught of Hurricane Hugo, the

experience should have been adequately graphic to encourage

residents to take precautj-ons for future hurricanes. In order

to gauge the impact of the experience on the respondents, they

20.6

L2

63

44.4

1,2.7

19. 1

100
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Iårere asked if they had done anything to make their home more

resistant to future hurricane damage. A large proportion of
respondents (59 percent) indicated that they had taken some

forrn of nitigation measures to reduce the impact of future
hurricanes. The general comrnents fron the respondents suggest

that concerted efforts have been made to reduce future
hurricanes. The strengthening of homes embodies the rnajority
of adjustment suggested by those respondents who had taken

action to reduce future hurricane damage (Table 4.9) . trihile

the threat of future hurricanes hras taken into consideration

during the construction or renovation phases, socioeconomic

factors are equally important. In short, there j-s a g:eneral

trend towards converting: wooden and semi-concrete structures

to stronger concrete structures. Therefore, it. would be

dangerous to presume that the experience of Hurricane Hugo was

solely responsible f or such changes, albeit it r{ras a

significant factor, especially where repair were necessitated

by the hurricane.

In order to understand the extent to which respondents

have been influenced by their experience of Hurricane Hugo,

they $/ere asked to indicate whether they had certain
\hurricane proof, building features at the time of Hurricane

Hugo and which they currently have?



TABLE 4.9

Precautionary Measures Adopted After Hugo't

Mitigrative measures

Change or repair roof
Build hurricane shutters

Reinforce roof during
hurricane season

Plant shelter trees

Repair or renovate home

Make new house hurricane
resistant
Build new home

Insure my house

Frequency

Strengthen house foundation

TOTÀLS

51

There was a general increase in the number of respondents

having some features (Table 4.1-o) and a slight decrease in
others. However, some of these features may be crassified as

incidental adjustments as outlined by Burton, et aI., (1979).

several respondents arso indicated that sirnpry anchoring the

rafters in concrete was inadequate against hurricane force

winds. Consequently, lengths of steel bars hrere often pushed

through the rafters in order to secure them to the walls and

reduce the vulnerability of the roofs to hurricane winds.

Approximately one third (33 percent) of the respondents

y some of the respondents adopted the

Percentage

103

2

l_3

33.8

2

1-. 3

50

8.6

3

t_. 3

2L

33. t_

5

2.O

4

l-3 .9

15r_

3.3

2.6

;e measures

100



indicated that they have steel bars passing though their
rafters. In addition, discussions with loca1 builders revealed

that the poor performance of the roof of some concrete

structures during Hurricane Hugo has popurarised the use of
purlinsl3 and steel rods to help secure roofs.

However, the slight decrease in clinching can be

attributed the fact that many residents on Nevis are

substituting galvanised sheetings with asphalt tires. rt
shourd be noted that features such as hurricane straps,
shutters, diagonal braces and anchor borts are unique to
wooden structures. The thrust towards concrete homes tends to
make such features obsolete. Furthermore, people who had. to
repair their homes because of hurricane damage incorporated
safety features for fear of losing their property in the event

of another hurricane. The large increase in the use of
hurricane straps can be attributed. d.irectly to the impact of
Hurricane Hugo. This is especially true for those persons who

lost their homes during the storm and received. assistance from

the Government in the from of building supplies.

104

13Th""" are horizontal beams which are flatter tban the main beams
and are usually 2"x,2" or 1" x 4" in size. The main puqpose of purlins isto provide support for the main beam and a greater surface areã to affix
the galvanised sheetings to the roof. Purlias are cou¡motr on concretestructures because the other forms of claddi-ng (eg., panel board) areusually structurally weak and prevents the nails from penetrating theceiliug.



TÀBLE 4. J.O

Safety Building Features Reported by Respond.ents

Safety Features

Clinching

Hurricane shutters

Hurricane straps

Diagonal braces

Bolts (roof)

Anchor bolts

Before Hugo

Rafter anchorage

Purlin

109

*

39

After Hugo

Similarly, the slight decrease in those reporting
clinchj-ng can be attributed to two main factors. Firstly the

increase in the use of roof titles and the greater use of
purlin on concrete structures with galvanised sheeting. other

reasons given by the respondents are the susceptibility of
galvanised sheeting to sea blasts in coastal areas, the

rel-atj-ve cheapness of titles cornpared to galvanised sheeting

and the fact that asphalt tiles do not provide crevices like
galvanised sheeting in which bats livera.

pJ.e r

5

86

esponse

L07

L7

105

t-5

35

Change (?)

81

19

43

S

7L

-2

19

e + Increase

-5

26

+28

108

-1,7

61

+11-

+73

+33

ragats often make their homes in the
galvanised sheetings and the ceilings. Since
tbey tend to nake irritating noise when they

crease
+42

grove provided between tbe
they are nocturnal mamnals,
enter or leave their spaces.
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4.4 The rmpact of trurricane Eugo on tbe adoption of nitigation
lffeasures

Às menti-oned before, it is conventionar wisdom, that the
experience of a hazard to leads to the greater adoption of
precautionary adjustments. However, some stud.ies have shown

that prior experience does not necessarily Lead to the
adoption of such measures. !^reinstien Lgg7, argued little
distinction is often made between peripherar experience and

core experience in disaster studies. However, studies of flood
hazards have reported that experience r{as a determining factor
in the adoption of nitigation measures (Kunreuther, et â1.,
1-978 and Burby, et ê1., 19Bg) . In addition, there is some

evidence that the intensity of experience significantry
affects the adoption of flood insurance (Baumann and sims,

1-978) and precautionary earthquake measure (Jackson, l-9Bi-).

The review of literature al-so suggests that studies using

socioeconomic variabre have not been concrusive in the

rerationship between these variables and the ad.option of
adjustment strategies. For instance, Kates (]-962), and rslam

(1'974) did not find any significant relationship between the

socj-oeconomic variables and the human responses to hazards

Conversely, others (Barker and patton, ]-974: and Haque, 19gg)

have reported positive relationships between the socioeconomic

features of the respondents and their response to naturar
hazards.

The following section examines the extent, to which the
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adoption of nitigation measures in the post-Hurricane Hugo era

is related to the intensity of the experience and

socioeconomic factors. The factors tested are (1) intensity of
experience (darnage) and (z) education, occupaÈion, and agre of
respondents. rt is hypothesised that variation in the
intensity of hurricane experienced and socioeconomic variables
will significantly influence whether or not respondents

adopted mitigative measures.

Contrary to expectation, a surprisingly 1arge proportion
(38 percent) of the respondents indicated that they have not
taken any protective measures to reduce damages in the event

of future hurricanes. Hov¡ever, 47 percent the those

respondents who had not taken any precautionary measures felt
that their homes lr¡ere safe enough, while another 40 percent

indicated that the measures were too ex¡rensive. other reasons

given hrere, it wontt help or hurricane hrontt come again. Whi1e

the latter represents a rninority view, as MiLeti, êt ê1.,
suggested rrthere seems to be a tendency for persons to
underestimate the danger posed by a hazard and a berief that
a disaster which occurred in the irnmediate past wirl not

repeat itself" (L975).

Just over one half of the respondents (52 Z) reported

damage to their homes during the passag:e of Hurricane Hugo.

Irlhile the other respondents did not have any notable damage

apart from water entering their homes. rt is expected that the

respondents who suffered damage duríng Hurricane Hugo are more
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like1y to adopt rnitigation measures. of the 76 respondents v¡ho

did not take any precautionary measures, 49 (64 percent) did
not suffer any damage while 2z (36 percent) sustained property
damage. conversery, of the 3.2o respondents who had adopted

precautions, 39 (32.5 percent) did not report damage compared

to 81 (67.5) who sustained damage. chi-square test shows that
there is a significant (p

respondents who suffered damaqe during Hurricane Hugo and the
adoption of mitigative measures when compared to those

respondents who did not suffer any damage.

The respondents who indicated that their house was

damaged during the passaqe of Hurricane Hugo r¡rere asked t,o

indicate the proportion of the house damaged. Much of the

damage can be considered minor since the rnajority of
respondents (72 percent) had less than zo percent damage to
their homes (Table 4.1-1). The relatively low proportion of
damage reported may be reflective of the fact that the

rnajority of respondents sustained roof damage. Hohrever, a

large proportion (94 percent) of the respondents who reported

more than 20 percent damage have adopted precautionary

measures since Hurricane Hugo.

Since the calculated value (L2.27) is greater than the

critical value (9.49)t the research hlpothesis that the

adoption of adjustments in the post Hugo era is significantry
(p

accepted. This result supports the finding of Jackson (j.991)
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and (Baumann and sims (1979) that the adoption of preventive

measures is rerated to the intensity of damage experienced. by

respondents. While this result does not indicate the number of
adjustments adopted since Hurricane Hugo, it gives some

indication of the severity of damage intensity on the adoption

of adjustments.

Although the adoption of rnitigation measures are

generally expected to vary with socioeconomic status of the

respondents, there is no significant difference between

education lever and occupationar categories on the adoption of
precautionary measures in the post Hurricane Hugo era (Table

4.9) . Furthermore, while there are variation i_n the percentage

of adoption in each category (See, Appendix C), there was no

significant association between the adopLion of mitigation and

the educational level and occupation of the respondents.

In both cases the research hypothesis ïras rejected and the

nulI hypothesis accepted. The results however, suggests that
the adoption of mitigatj-ve measures is significantly rerated

to the age of the respondents. In fact the proportion of
respondents who adopted precautionary measures r¡ras inversely

related to the age of the respondents. This suggests that
older respondents are financially and physically less able to
adopt certain strategies.



TABLE A.LL

Damage fntensity and the Adoption of Mitigative
Measures

Adoption of
Precautions

No

Yes

Totals

Damage

Intensity of damage

25

49

xz L2.27

The results in Table 4.1"2 suggest that variations in the
adoption of precautionary measures are not significantry
related to differences in education and occupational category

of respondents. The fact that arl- classes experienced damage

means that no singre group v¡as more vulnerable than the other.

2t-41
Damage

74

o2

20

z>402
Damaqe

110

22

00

10

10

Variables

Adoption of Precautions by Socioeconomic Variables

Total

Age

Education

Occupation

27

79

Calculated
Value

*significant at .05 level

TABLE 4.L2

l_06

7.39

4.3L

4.22

df Critical
Va1ue

3

3

3

7 .82

7.82

7 .82

ns = not signíficant

Significance
LeveI

. o21\

.76 ns

.23 ns
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rn addition, many respondents who did not sustained damage

during Hurricane Hugo adopted rnitigative measures because it
was evident that their homes would not be able to withstand
another hurricane. As a result, people of varying backgrounds

adopted various adjustment strategies in the post-Hurricane

Hugo era.

4.5 Hurricane Preparedness Leve1

As indicated in the literature review, studies of hazards

have reported varying levers of preparedness among respondents

in hazardous areas. For instance, Holder (LgB2) found that
most of the respondents who experienced the Kalamazoo tornado

acted according to some pre-arranged p1an. similarly perry and

Lindell (l-986) reported substantiar levels of household

planning for the Mt. St. Helens volcano, with 69.9 and 48.8

percent of the individual-s in their two sample communit,ies

indicating high levels of personal planning activity (cited in
Faupal, et â1., L992) . Nevertheless, several reports of
earthquake preparedness in carifornia has generally been row

(see Palm and Hodgson, L992). However, given the catastrophic
irnpact of Hurricane Hugo in L989, it is expected that, the
preparedness level- among respondents would be high.

The seasonal nature of hurricanes means that routine
preparedness measures are often advocated as a major attempt

to prevent loss of rives and reduce damages in the event of a

hurricane. Arthough studies have reported. varying levers of
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preparedness, it is expected that given the recency of
Hurricane Hugo and its rnajor impact on housing, a high revel
of prepared will exist on the island. The hypothesis that a

higher level of hurricane preparedness existed among residents
during the L994 hurricane season than at the onset of
Hurricane Hugo is tested by the use of d.escriptive statistics.

Information about the preparedness r¡ras collected by the

use of a twelve point checklist and each item hras given a

score of one. Respondents were reminded that they were still
in the hurricane season and were asked whether they have taken

specific actions or possessed certain items (Table 4.j-3). The

results suggest that the najority of respondents had taken

action or possessed items that will help red.uce damage during

a storm and cope in a subsequent emergency. However, the

results should be assessed with caution since lileinstein (l-989)

has suggested that some preparedness activities, such as

having a portable radio or flashlight, may be taken reasons

other than preparedness. Nevertheress, other measures are less
ones of daily routine and concerted efforts are reguired to
imprernent then. some studies have found prior planning and

preparedness activities by households and individuals to
facilitate favourable response j-n disaster situations (e.g.,
Holder, 1-982 and Perry and creene, L9g2).

The average score among respondents was six of the twelve

items on the checklist with a standard deviation of 2.L. The

small standard deviaLion is indicative of a cluster of the



values about the mean score. (see., Table 4.L4).

Preparedness Measures

TABLE 4.L3

Hurricane Preparedness Checklist

Cut overhanging trees*
Checked shutters, hooks etc.
Firm1y fastened down roof
Secured iterns Ín the yard
Have a battery pov/ered radio
Have a working flashliqht
A hurricane
A supply of board and nails
A first aid kit
Containers to store water

Frequency

Have a fanily evacuation
plan

Yes

lamp

113

Is your insurance coverage
up to date*

74

77

No

105

Percentaqe

L92

Furthermore, 42 percent of the respondents had. a score of
seven and over. Generally, the hurricane preparedness

checklist reflects a high lever of preparedness among the
respondents. fn fact, there r¡¡ere only there cases in which

ress than 5o percent of the respondents either possed the iten
or had taken the specific action (Table 4.13)

However, the very low number of respondents who indicated

72

*

L28

Yes

177

l_01_

L65

o7

app

L34

1"32

38

No

l_ca

t_4 0

2A

51

93

]-54

41"

35

62

e

1"97

'13

86

49

66

all- res

80

40

65

5L

64

1,4

49

09

68

20

L66
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75

36

96

ent.s

32

o2
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25
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that they have a farnily evacuation plan refrects the
reservation respondents have of leaving their homes prior to
storm impact. However, of the few who had evacuation plans, it
basicalry involved moving into their cerlars or lower level of
the house. This may be cause for concern since respondents can

easily over-estirnate the strength of their homes in the event

of a hurricane which is stronger than Hurricane Hugo. This

night have been the case had Hurricane Luis (i-995) with L4o

rnph winds passed directly over the island.

fn addition, the cutting of overhanging trees and the

fastening of roofs are activities which require physical

strength. Some respondents, rnainly the etderly and v/omen

indicated that they will have pay someone to check their house

roofs since they were unable to do so. Thus economics may have

been a factor in the ability of some respondents to possess or

imprement some of the precautionary activities. Nevertheless,

since hurricanes have a l-ong advance warning period, such

measures can be undertaken prior to the onset of the storm.

Although evidence on disaster preparedness varies from

very low to very high, the data presented here must be

considered in the context of the seasonal nature of hurricanes

compared to earthquakes and volcanic hazards. Conseguently,

residents in hurricane prone areas are aware of the period

during which a hurricane is likely to strike. Whereas

earthquake and volcanoes are more random in occurrence.



Score on Checklist

TABLE 4.L4

Frequency of Checklist Scores

1

2

3

4

5

Frequency

6

7

4

I

5

L2

9

L0

115

25

l_L

31

Percent

L2

42

Furthermore, the fact that only five years had elapsed since
the passage of Hurricane Hugo means that the recent experience

is a major factor in explaining the generally high
preparedness level even outside a disaster situation.
Nonetheress, there is some evidence that protective behaviour

is high after a disaster, because risk perceptions are high,

but are discarded or ignored on]-y a few years later (Mileti

TOTALS

37

1.9

24

2.4

L4

5.8

1"2 .1

I

L5. 0

3

20.4

t-

18. O

206

LL.7

6.8

3.9

1.5

.5

100
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and. sorensen, a987). Because Hurricane Hugo was probabry the
worst storm to affect the island, it would be a long time

before residents of Nevis discard protective behaviour.

However, in the absence of another hurricane in the near

future, hurricane awareness and education programs can be

introduced to ensure continued high hurricane preparedness

leve1s among the populace.

The data presented suggest that the residents of Nevis

generally hrere well prepared in t-994 for the possibility of a

hurricane striking the isl-and. The results compare favourabry

with other preparedness studies (eg., NeaI, €t al., lgg2,

Jackson, l-98L). Even when the results are compared. to the

adoption of preparedness measures during Hurricane Hugo, the

results are impressive (see, Table 4.6). For instance, of the
preparedness measures reported during Hurricane Hugo, only in
case had more than fifty percent of the respondents adopted

that measure. Therefore, the hypothesis that a higher 1evel of
disaster preparedness existed on the Nevis during the Lgg4

hurricane season can be accepted. one can therefore concrude

that the experience of Hurricane Hugo is stirl fresh in the

minds of Nevisans, and it will- many take years before the \it

can't happen here syndrome, revisits the island.
Similarly, the Iow 1evel of hurricane insurance reported

by residents helps explain $/hy the preparedness level in
relativery high. Furthermore, a disaster situation in the

caribbean does not guarantee victims any government assist,ance
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in the same s¡ay as the usA where federal assistance is
virtually mandatory. within the caribbean the responsibility
of the disaster recovery rests prinariry with the respondents.

4.7 Damage and Recovery

An estirnated 65 per cent of the housing stock was

affected by Hurricane Hugo (Economic pranning unit, 19g9).

Based on the inforrnation provided, there T¡ras some disparity
between the irnpact of Hurricane Hugo on the low income houses

cornpared to the niddle and high income houses. Generarry, row

income houses v¡ere removed from their impermanent foundations,
overturned destroying the floors and roofs and in other cases

rì¡ere sirnply torn apart by the winds. converseÌy, the main type
of damage for both high and low i-ncome houses 'n/as damage to
the roof and windohrs. over 80 per cent of the respond.ents who

reported damage sustained roof darnage. Hov/ever, everybody who

experienced the hurricane was affected by water entering their
homes through crevices and louvres which were easily opened by

the ferocious winds during the storm.

The survey results established that just over half of the

respondents (52 percent) sustained structural damage to their
hornes during the passage of Hurricane Hugo. The damage ranged

from partial darnag:e to the total destruction of the house.

There h/ere seven respondents whose houses r¡rere totally
destroyed during the storm. The rnajority of respondents (76.g

percent) sustained damage had roof damage. other damages $¡ere



less freguent and include; wa1ls (9.5 percent), windows (z.t
percent) and floor (l-o.s percent). Respondents who reported
floor damage often had wooden houses which rÁ/ere pushed. off
their impermanent foundations during the storm. sirnirarly, the
estimated varue of these damages ranged from as lov¡ as 50 East

caribbean (Ec) dolrarsr5 to as high 40, ooo dollars. The fact
that the rnajority of respondents had danage in excess of 2000

EC dollars suggests that the damage overwhelmed their coping

capacity (Table 4.15). rn addition, without hurricane
insurance, many respondents who reported damage had to rely on

assistance to rebuild or repair their homes.

TABLE 4. ].5

Estimated Cost of Damage Sustained by Respondents
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Amount of EC
Dollars

Less than 2000

2000 - 9999

l_ooo - a9999

*Some

20000 and above

TOTALS

respondents were unable to qive estimates of

Freguency

lsThe East Caribbean dollar is used by
of East Caribbean States (OECS). The value of
CD dollar.

29

13

Percentaqe

L9

t_ t-

47 .7

62

20.9

g

L4.5

3,7 .7

100

menbers of
the dollar

amag'e

the organization
hovers around 0.5



Respondents had various means of coping with recovery
period. rt appears that many of the respondents iniÈiated
their oh¡n recovery during the earry days after the storm. This
was inevitable since relief supplies (building rnateriar) took
over one month before they arrived on the island and. a much

longer period before the victirns received the assistance.
While many respondents who had minimal damage hrere able to
restore their homes without major assistance, those with more

seriously damaged homes or who simply lacked the resources to
rebuild had to rery on various sources of assistance. This
assistance was critical to the respondents with severery

damaged property, since only very few respondents had

insurance coverage. of the 7s respondents who received
assistance to rebuild their homes, 40 percent received from

the g:overnment. Friends and relatives (37.3 per cent) ;
churches (I2 percent); insurance (g percent); and NGOs (1.3

percent) represent the other sources of assistance.

Nevertheless, many respondents of those who suffered
damage during Hurricane Hugo indicated that they did not
receive any forn of assistance for rebuilding. However, it was

not unconmon for respondents to complain about the inequitable
distribution of building material by the government,

119

especially those implying

discrinination. The most conmon cornplaint was that some of the
residents who did not sustain damage received buirding

evidence of political
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materiar while some people with damage v/ere overrooked. À few

respondents even indicated that they got building materials
from neighbours who received supplies but did not suffer any

damage. rt v/as a bit disturbing to find that even after five
years had elapsed since Hurricane Hugo, there some respondent

who have not been able to repair the homes. The political
aspect, of the recovery process is akin to the findings of
(Berke et al., 1991) where political affitiation was found to
be a major factor in the distribution of build.ing rnaterial by

the Jamaican Government folrowing the passage on Hurricane
Gilbert in L988.

Discussions with the case study respondents suggests that
the recovery was a painful experience. For instance, a female

recounted her ex¡rerience after the family house was destroyed.

The respondent exprained that she was ìnot far from hanging

herserf' since she was pregnant at the time of the hurricane
when the farnj-ly house was blov¡n away and lost, everything since
no preparedness measures r¡rere taken. she initially stayed with
a neighbour and v/as asked to leave after two days, then

another neighbour allowed her to rive in a small room in the
yard even after the child was born for most of the two years

that it took to rebuild the house. Like the other cases, the
Government provided her with buirding supplies. Her boyfriend
who is a carpenter rebuild the home, usually on weekends.

Three of the five respondents had the sarne two room house with
material provided by respondents.
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Another respondent spent three years living with her

mother before the family was able to rebuild a stronger home.

rn another case, the family got a loan of $nc j-Booo dolrars
from the bank and built the home through self heIp, albeit she

had to employ a few workmen. Three of the respondents had to
live with friends while two others lived with relatives. The

tirne it took the respondents to return to their hornes varied
from one year two three years after the hurricane. one lady

indicated that she had to rent a house for three months before

a friend provided her farnily with shelter until the fanily
home was rebuilt. The case study arso reveared that the

respondents did not take the hurricane seriously. Ho\.rever,

each one vor!¡ed to take any future any warníng seriously.
unrike many disaster strj-cken areas, the island of Nevis

did not have any mechanisms in place to respond to the

hurricane. Firstly, there was no active disaster preparedness

committee at the tirne nor was there any formal channel to
evaluate damage and distribute assj-stance. secondly, while the

Economic Development Unit evaluated the damage, the
politicians and their associates v/ere the ones who decided who

received the building material and other supplies. Therefore,

it is not surprising that some of the people who rea1ly needed

the assistance hrere overlooked since political affiliation and

social networking lrere prevalent during the distribution of
rel-ief building. In fact, there Ì¡/ere some respondents whose

homes were still damaged form the passage of Hurricane Hugo.
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rn a few instances, the respondents were promised. assistance
by the government but never received the assistance.

Beyond the loss of property, only a smal-I proportion (18

percent) of the respondents indicated that their livelihood
was directry affected by Hurricane Hugo. Although most

respondents reported loses to tree crops and vegetabres most

of it was considered to be minor damage. However, in terms of
occupations, the fishermen seemed to have been the most

affected. The loss of fish pots was the main probrem for the

fishermen. rn order to resume fishing after the hurricane,
fish pots (traps) had to be made which required about three
months av/ay from work. However, while the recovery process

night have been stressful, discussions with the fishermen

revealed that the government recej-ved assistance in the form

of fishing inplements from the organisation of the Eastern

Caribbean States (OECS) which vrere distributed to the affected
fishermen. some of the fishermen indicated that they received

varying guantities of fishing imprernents such as wire and

ropes, etc.
the survey suggests that given the magnitude of the

damage to the housing stock, respondents had often had to rely
on formal sources of g'overnment assistance. The findings here

are sinil-arly to those of Berke, êt ê1., (l-991) in Jamaica,

where they found that Jamaican households relied on formal

sources more extensively than informal sources. However, since

hurricanes are apparently becorning rnore frequent aerial extent
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and affecting more countries, another devastating hurricane
may make the recovery process an even more daunting
undertaking.

The data analysis suggests that while traditional coping

mechanisms existed on the isrand at the time of Hurricane

Hugo, many respondents did not adopt preparedness measures.

The generally low leve1 of preparedness is explained by the

lack of hurricane experience which resulted in the \it cant,

happen here syndrorne' and the inadeguate warning received by

the respondents. socioeconomic variabres were not found to be

significantly related to the adoption of preparedness and

mitigaÈion measures. Nevertheless, the data suggest that
residents were generally well prepared for the r9g4 hurricane
season. However, Government should institute legisratl-on to
J-mprove the status of disaster rnanagement and. mandatory

building codes.



The prirne objective of this study was to understand the nature
and extent of residents response to the hurricane threat on

the island of Nevis with special focus on the passage of
Hurricane Hugo in 1989. The study also focused on the
traditional coping strategies and attitud.e towards evacuation

on the islands. The result of the stud.y suggests that the lack
of disaster experj-ence prior to Hurricane Hugo in L9g9 and the
quality of warning contributed to the generally low revel of
preparedness prior to the onset of the storm. Furthermore, the
decision to adopt preparedness measures during Hurricane Hugro

li¡as not found to be significantly related. to socioeconomic

variable tested. Nevertheress, there was a significant
relationshì-p between the severity of damage experienced d.uring

Hurricane Hugo and the adoption of precautionary measures. rn
addition, the age of the respondent v/as significantly
associated to the adoption nitigation measures in the post-
Hurricane Hugo. conversely, educationar levels and

occupational categories were not found to be significantly
related to the adoption of precautionary measures in the post

Hurricane Hugo era. An evaruation of the results on shows that
the respondents were generally weJ-l-prepared during the lgg4

hurricane season.

Chapter V

sul{tfÀRY ÀtID coNCr,USrONS

1,24



5.1 l,fajor Findings

The data analysis and testing of hypothesis presented. in
chapter rv provide some insights into disaster preparedness,

mitigation and response on the island of Nevis. The data also
facilitated an understanding of the factors infruencing the
response to a specific event, Hurricane Hugo in l-999 and the

extent to which residents have adopted precautionary measures

in the post-Hurricane Hugo era.

The final chapter summarises the research findings,
suggests reconmendations for further action, and identifies
various prospects for future research on human response to the

hurricane threat on the isrand of Nevis and the wid.er

Caribbean.

5.2 Su¡nmary of Research Findings

In Hypothesis I, it was stated that the lack of hurricane
experience and inadequate warning contributed to the

rerativery low preparedness level which existed on the island
during the passage of Hurricane Hugo. The data suggest that
while vestiges of a hurricane subcul-ture still existed, the

long absence of hurricanes on the island coupled with economic

vicissitudes have resulted in its d.emise. The lack of
experience was reflected in the inadeguate dissemination of
warning at the local 1eveI and the failure of many respondents

to adopt adeguate preparedness measures. OnIy a small rninority
(1-7 percent) of the respondents experienced the 1928 hurricane

L25
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which hras the last hurricane to impact the island prior to
l-989. rn addition, for many of the respondents there was no

previous ex¡rerience to provide the standard. against which to
gauge their response to Huricane Hugo.

The data arso established that the quarity of vrarning

received v¡as generally inadequate. over two thirds of the
respondents fert that the warning that they received v/as

either inadequate or very inadequate. Furthermore, the
l-iterature suggests that warning source and quality influence
warning response (Mileti, êt âI., l_975) . However, there is
little evidence that any official disseminated. warning during
the passagre of Hurricane Hugo.

Contrary to expectation, the adoption of preparedness

measures during Hurricane Hugo was not significantry rerated
to the âgê, occupation and educational- lever of respondents.

However, chi-square tests suggest that there v¡as no

significant difference between the adoption of preparedness

measures during Hurricane Hugo and the respondents a9ê,

occupation and educat,ional 1eve1. consequentry the NuI1

Hypothesis was accepted and the research hypothesis rejected.
with the long absence of hurricanes on the isrands the
vestiges of a dj-saster subculture had been erod.ed..

consequently at the time of Hurricane Hugo there was no

disaster preparedness mechanism in place to effectively warn

residents of the pending disaster. The smarr size of the

island suggests that everybody heard of Hurricane Hugo prior
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to its onset. Ho$rever, the generally inadequate warning

received by respondents nay help explain the insignificant,
association between socioeconomic characteristics and the
adoptíon of preparedness during Hurricane Hugro.

rn Hypothesis rr, it was postulated that the adoption of
precautionary measures in the post-Hurricane Hugo era will
vary with the intensity of damage experienced and the
socioeconomic variabres of the respondents. A chi-square test
supports the propositi-on that the adoption of nitigation
measures varies with the intensity of damage sustained by

residents. Tt also suggests the notion that people who

sustained damage during a disaster are more Iikely to ad.opt

nitigative measures that those who did not. This supports the
findings of Baumann and simms (Lg7g), Jackson (19gL), and.

Earney and Knowles (!974) that. the more severe the nature of
damage sustained in the past, the more likery respondents were

to take adjustments to prevent sirnirar occurrences in the
future.

However, the influence of socioeconomic variables was not
fully confirmed. Both educational level and occupational
categories were not found to be significantly associated with
the adoption of mitigative measures in the post Hurricane Hugo

era. rn each case the research Hllpothesis Ì,ras rejected and

the nurr hlpothesis was accepted. conversely, age was found to
be significantly rerated to the adoption of rnitigative
measures. Therefore, the research hlpothesis was accept,ed and
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the nurl hypothesis !,¡as rejected. The fact that all social
crasses of respondents hrere affected by Hurricane Hugo,

residents of varying socioeconomic background were involved in
the recovery process and adopted basic buiLding techniques as

a main precautionary measure against future hurricanes. Thus,

it can be surmised that the adoption of precautionary measures

was rerated to the severity of experience and the age of the
respondents but not their educational Ievel and occupation.

In Hypothesis III, it vras stated that the level of
preparedness among residents will be high given that the
isl-and was recently ravaged by Hurricane Hugo. The resurts
confirrned that given a non-disaster situation, the respondents

had a generally high lever of preparedness. This contrasts
with the results reported by Neal, et al., (]-982) who reported.

low revers of preparedness in their study of planned blizzard.
preparation in woods country ohio where there was a less that
5o percent response for each of the iten tested. Furthermore,

the respondents appeared to be better prepared in j-994 than

they were at the time of Hurricane Hugo. The data in this
study suggest that the experience of Hurricane Hugro is still
fresh in the ninds of the respondents. Therefore, one can

concrude that the residents of Nevis were generally well
prepared for the onset of a hurricane during the L994

hurri-cane season.



5.3 Recommendations

The experience of Hurricane Hugo tested the resilience of
residents and nay have exposed some of the inadeguacies of
disaster management on the island or the lack of d.isaster
management on the island. rn order to gauge the type of
improvements respondents would rike impremented, they v/ere

asked whether there was anything that they thought that the
government can do to better prepare people for hurricanes. The

najority (62 percent) answered. yes, 13 percent no compared to
25 percent who did not know. However, several respond.ents r¡¡ere

of the opinion that people wirl have to help themselves since
the government can't help anybody. However, of those who fert
that the government can help, education, improved warnings and

enforce building codes vrere the most conmon options (Tab1e

5.1) . one respondent even suggested that the government shourd

give duty free concessions in order for people to build
stronger homes. some of these suggestions are further
developed beIow.

t29

5.4 Remedial Policies

The above findings on the response to the hurricane
threat on the island of Nevis have far reaching imptications
for disaster preparedness policy formation on the island. The

survey sugqests that residents in Nevis are more likely to
hurricane proof their homes in the event of a hurricane than

to evacuate to sherters. Therefore, regisration is needed to
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imprement mandatory building cod.es and to upgrade the status
of disaster manag'ement of the island. while the status of
disaster management of the island is still uncertain there are

several areas of concern and avenues for improvernents. These
j-nclude improved warnings, buirding codes legisJ-ation, diaster
management and insurance.

Mitiqative Action

TABLE 5. ]-

Suggested Government Mitiqative Actions*

Educate people

Improve warning

Enforce building codes

Buitd and Maintain Shelters

Irnprove disaster training
Help poor people build
stronger homes

TOTALS

*Mul-trpl-e resþonse tross

5.3.1 Effectíve Warnincr

Frequency

Much of the improvements in the response to hurricanes in
the US has been attributed to general improvements in
hurricane tracking and improved warnings. The fact that the

majority of respondents felt the warning they received during

Hurricane Hugo hras either inadequate or very inadequate

p

34

p

25

Percentaqe

27
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23

22.2

20

16. 3

ô

24

L7 .6

1_53
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l_3.1
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suggests that improvements are necessary in this area.

Firstry, there is need for the Disaster coordinator or more

inportantly the Premier to declare a disaster or emergency

situation or address residents of any pending diaster. This is
of critical importance since various studies have shown that
where warnings are issued by an authority, belief and

consequently response tends to be higher. Furthermore,

traditional warning methods such as ringing of a church berl
or the sounding of a siren should be incorporated. These will
ensure that more people hear the warning and more irnportantly
that they understand the inplications of the warnings. rn

addition, a vehicre equipped with a public address system can

be used in a sirnilar manner.

5.3.2 Buildincr Code Lecrislatíon

The data suggest that many respondents have repaired or

renovated their homes since Hurricane Hugo, ho$/ever, there is
no established gruidelines to be followed by contractors and.

builders. In addition, the generally poor performance of
modern buildings during the passage of Hurricane Hugo has

raised questions about the guality of buildings being

constructed on the island. While there is evidence of an

increase in hurricane resistant buildings since the passage of
Hurricane Hugo, there is need for building code legislation to
be impremented. Building codes would ensure building strengths

are regulated, thereby ensuring that buildings whether
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dwellings or public structures are not constructed to a

variety of standards. The draft oEcs Buirding codes should be

addressed expeditiously and implemented as soon as it is
possible. There will also be a need for a complernent of
building inspectors. Àt present, the Building Board. inspects
building plans but there is no fol-low-up inspection to ensure

that regulations are complied with.

The fact that there is no forrnal training for contractors
and builders on the isrand shoul-d make regulations imperative.

Furthermore, low level- of willingness among res j-dents to
evacuate their homes in the event of a hurricane suggests that
dwellings must be hurricane proofed. However, much of this can

onry be meaningful if there are guidelines for the builders to
follow. rt is evident that one of the main approaches to
reduce household damage is to ensure that hurricane resistant
homes are constructed. rn addj-tion, the absence of hurricane

insurance among the populace suggests that recovery form a

rnajor hurricane will be a daunting task.

Once instituted, building codes will ensure that much of
the Government owned buildings that are often designated as

shelter will be rel-atively safe for potentiaL evacuees. Many

of these buildings wirl need to be retrofitted if they are to
be expected to house people in the event of a disaster. Given

the stringent economic reality, such project,s may span severar

years but it is also important that they be initiated in the
short run.



5.3.3 Disaster l.fanagement

Disaster nanagement in Nevis is stirr at a format,ive

stage and is largely a post-Hurricane Hugo (L989) concept.

This suggests that there is much work to be d.one in terms of
imprementing ah¡areness progranmes to faciritate the
dissemination of information about the vurnerabirity of the
isrand to various hazards. As mentioned before, disaster
management in Nevis reflects a hurricane bias event though the

isrand is vulnerabre to severar types of naturar hazards. The

recent volcanic eruptions in neighbouring island of Montserrat

is testimony to the fact that we must be cognizant of the
threat posed by other natural hazards. one v/ay of ensuring

awareness among the populace is through the implementation of
progranmes using different avenues to get information to the
people

While improved disaster preparedness may involve
incurring expenses, there are various row cost arternatives.
coordinator on the isrand. Nevertheless, the schools are an

ideal setting to incorporate disaster preparedness skills into
the curricul-urn thereby imparting the knowledge to the chirdren
in very much the sarne way as environmental a\^rareness has been

targeted in recent years. sinilarly, the churches can be used

to disseminate inforrnation about various hazards at different
points throughout the year. Other NGOs and private sector

organisations can be targeted to sensitise the public about

disaster preparedness. rn short, if the isrand is going to be

r-3 3
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prepared for disaster, major efforts will have to be expended

to facilitate the development of the Disaster coordinating
office. rn addition, the passage of Hurricane Luis a few

rnonths ago will suggest that the disaster plan should be

become legislation in the short run.

5.3.4 Insurance

The low lever of insurance reported by respondents

suggests that they either rack the means or are not keen on

purchasing insurance as an adjustment strategy. vlhile there is
need for the insurance industry to improve its image, building
certificate of standard should be a prereguisite for home

j-nsurance. The recent passage of Hurricane Luis should convey

a clear message to residents that insurance should be pursued

as a means of recovering from hurricane damage. Furthermore,

with increased disaster on the worl-d scare on the one hand and

the inability of the locar government to provide emergency

relief in the effect of disaster on the other, insurance may

soon become increasingly attractive to residents.

5.4 Future Research

This study has focused on a small aspect of the arnbit of
disaster management of the isrand of Nevis; rnitigation
preparedness and response to the hurricane threat. rt does not
atternpt to unraver all aspects of the hazard management

context. Additional research will be needed if other aspects
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of diasters management on the island of Nevis are to be fully
understood. The following areas are identified as possible
directions for future investigation.

fn light of the recent passage of Hurricane Luis, a

follow-up study of residents response to the hurricane warning

systems on the island should be undertaken; specifically to
determine the extent to which residents understand the
developmentar phases of the hurricane and associated warning

terminologies such as \storm alertt, \storm watch, and rstorm

warnings.' This should suggest $/ays of improving the quality
of warnings on the islands.

The preparedness levels of residents should be

investigated in the context of comparing preparedness for
Hurricanes Luis with Hurricane Hugo. rn ad.dition, the extend

to which nitigation measures adopted after Hurricane Hugo were

effective in reducing damage at the househord. level during the
passage of Hurricane Luis. The relative effectiveness of both
preparedness and nitigative measures during the passage

Hurricane Luis could help to guide policy orientation,
especially elements of the building codes. Furthermore,

residents avrareness of and adjustments to other natural
hazards should be investigated

There is need for investigation into the operation of
sherters, focusing on the suitabiliÈy of these shelters and

their quarity in terms ability to withstand a category 4 or 5

hurricanes. such a study should also assess the need for
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shelters to house people in the event of disasters other than
hurricane.

Finally, research on the rong t,erm recovery of residents
is criticar. This is irnportant because the najority of
residents are unabre or unwilling to purchase hurricane
insurance. Furthermore, the fact that during the recovery

following Hurricane Hugo some people who needed assistance

were unaided during the recovery process. since political
affiriation often determines who receives reliefr âr1

investigation into the distribution of relief supplies
foJ-lowing Hurricanes Hugo (i-999) and. Hurricane Luis (l_99s)

should be undertaken. rn short, since disaster management on

the island is a relatively recent, adequate research can

provide solution to much of the problems which confront
disaster managers throughout the Caribbean.

The findings presented here, arthough tested only at the
nominar and descriptive Ievels have interesting implications
for disaster research on Nevis and the wider caribbean area.

I,Iarning systems must be improved. and buirding guidelines
implernented in order to ensure that residents are adequately

prepared for pending hurricanes and other hazards. rn short,
it is imperative that disaster management be linked to or
integrated into the overarr development of the isrand.
Therefore, in order to avert a repeat of the Hurricane Hugo

fiasco, appropriate disaster management strategies should. be

implemented in the short run.
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TROPTCAT, CYCLONES

STORM
#

r-. 1,887 10 9
2. l_888 11 2
3. r-889 9 3
4. 1899 9 L2
5. 1891 10 2
6. L89l_ I 19
7. l-891 10 2
8. 1-891_ r_0 L3
9. 1893 8 t-6
10. L894 9 2I
l_l_. 1894 l-0 l-3
1,2. t_896 10 t_3
l_3. 1896 9 L9
L4. L896 9 22
L5. r-898 9 t2
16. 1_898 9 21_
1"7. 1898 9 26
l-8. r-898 l_0 27
L9. l_899 I 8
20. 1899 I 30
21,. 1-899 9 9
22. l_900 I 31
23. l_90L 7 6
24. 1_901_ 9 1_1

25. r_901- l_0 9
26. r_903 7 19
27. ]-906 9 2
28. l_908 3 I
29. 1908 9 t_0
30. l_908 9 25
31_. 1909 9 22
32. l-91_0 9 6
33. 1_915 I l-1
34. t-9L6 7 12
35. 191_6 8 2L
36. 1916 8 10
37 . r.9]-6 l-0 9
38. L9L7 9 2L
39. 1918 9 10
40. 1919 9 2

ÀPPENDTX A

DATE

PASSTNG I{IITHIN 5OO KM OF NEVIS
(L887 -Lee4)

NAME

Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Narned
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named

STRENGTH

Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurri-cane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane

1,48
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4L. l.922
42. L923
43. L924
44. L924
45. 1,926
46. L928
47. 1930
48 . l-93l_
49. L93L
50. L932
5l_. L932
52. 1-933
53. 1933
54. t-933
55 . r_93 3
56. L934
57 . 1,934
58. L937
59. l_938
60. L940
6r_. 1_943
62. A945
63. 1,945
64. 1,947
65. 1,949
66. L949
67 . r_950
68. l_950
69. i_951
70. 1953
7t. L954
72. L955
73. 1955
7 4. l-955
7 5 . l_956
76. 1958
77. 1958
78. L959
79. r_960
80. L96L
8l_. i-961_
82. L962
83. l_963
84. L964
85. l_965
86. L966
87 . 1,966
88. L969
89. L97L

9
10
I
I
7
9
9
('
9
9

10
7
7
I
I
I
9
I
I
8
I
I
9

t-0
I
9
ö
9
('
9
9
1
9
9
I
I
9
I
9

10
l_L
L0
10
I
8
8
9
9
I

L6
24
18
28
23
13

2
a7
10
26
3L
1,4
25
29
28
2t
L8
24
I
5

14
3

1"2

16
23
2a
22

1
1_6

L4
4
2

11
1,4
t2
31_

13
t-8

5
1
1
i.

28
23
29
26
28
20
23

Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Not Named
Baker
Dog
Charlie
Edna
Edna
Alice
Hilda
Ione
Besty
E11a
Gerda
Edirh
Donna
Frances
Jenny
Daisy
Helena
Cleo
Besty
Faith
Ïnez
Holly
Doria

Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
lropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
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90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
Loi-.
702.
103.
704.
t_05.

A continued

1973 9
L974 I
L975 9
L979 7
L979 I
t979 9
L981 I
l_981 9
l_981- 9
1984 9
L988 I
1988 9
1989 8
1989 9
1990 10
l-99 3 8

4
30
15
L7
30

3
t2

4
I
2

24
L0
1,3

T7
6

15

Christine
Carmen
Eloise
Claudette
David
Frederic
Dennis
Floyd
Gert
Arthur
Chris
Gilbert
Dean
Hugo
Klaus
cindy

Source: The Boundary
The University
London, Ontario
Canada

Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hugo
Hurricane
Tropical Storm
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The questionnaire has three sections. rn the first section you
wirl be asked questions about hurricanes. rn the secòndsection questios wilr be asked specifically about Hurricane
Hugo and section three will deal with information regardingyour household.

Ouestions About Eurrícane Exoeriences

SECTTON ONE: PAST ET'RRTCÂNE EXPERETNCES

r am .now going to ask you some guestions about your past
experience with hurricanes and severe tropical storrns.

L. Have you ever experienced a hurricane in Nevis?

No...0 Yes...t_ NR....9

ff no go to question 7

2- $Ihat type of loses have you experienced as
the hurricanes?

House destroyed No. . .0
Damage to walls No...O
Damage to roof No. . .0
Damage to window No. . .0
Damage to door No...O
Damage to furniture No. . .0
Loss of crops No. . .0
Loss of animals No...O
Loss of fishpots No. . .0
Loss of fihing boat No. . . O

House pushed off foundation No...0
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3. can you teIl me some of the things you did to reduce the
irnpact of hurricanes after warnings have been issued.

Reinforce your house roof No....O
Bar up windows and doors No. . . .0
Stock up supplies No....0
Tie down house with wire/rope No....O
Help older neighbours No. . . . O

a result of

Yes...1
Yes...1
Yes...1
Yes...1
Yes...1
Yes...1
Yes...1
Yes...1
Yes...1
Yes...L
Yes. . .1

Yes....1
Yes....1
Yes....1
Yes....1
Yes....l-



4. From what source(s) do you norrnallly
about approaching hurricanes?

Radio
Television
Neighbour/friends
Politican

5. Are there any sígns which
is approaching?

No....0
Yes...1
DK....97
NR. . . .98

6. rf yes what signs indicate to you that a hurricane is an
approaching?

Dark clouds No....O yes....1
Horizon turns red No....O yes....l-
Very calm conditions No....O yes....1
Unusual animal behavior No....O yes....l_
Fitfu1 gusts No....O yes....t_
Roaring sea No....0 yes....l_
Fying weather birds No....0 yes....1

7. fn your opinion, hurricane warnings in Nevis are:

Very easy to understand .....L
Easy to understand .....2
Very difficult to undserstand. . . . . . . . . 3
Difficult to understand.. ...4
Uncertain... ......5

No. . . . .0
No.....0
No. . . . .0
No. . . . . O
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get information

Yes. . . .1
Yes....1
Yes....1
Yes. . . .1

indicate to you when a hurricane

when a hurricane $/arnings are issued people are often advised.
to go to hurricane shelters

8. rf a hurricane warning is issued for Nevis wouLd you reave
your horne to stay at a hurricane shelter?

No....0 Yes...l_ DK....97 NR....98

If no, go to question 10

QITESTIONS ÀBOUT EVACUATION TO SEETTTERS
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9. ff yes, why would you evacuate to a shelter?

House is not safe No....0 yes....L
Shelter is close to home No....O yes....L
Depends on hurricane strength No....0 yes....1
Don't want to be by myself No....O yes....1

l-0. If no, why would you not go to a shelter?

Have to protect my home No....0
Nobody is there to take care of me No....O
Lack of transportation No....0
Shelter is too far No....O
House is stronger than the shelter No..,.0
Prefer to stay by a friend No....0
Prefer to stay at home No....0

11. Have hou ever evacuated your home after receiving such
warnings?

No....0 Yes....l- NR....98

L2. Can you name the hurricane shelter in your area?

No.....0 Yes.....l_ NR......99
l-3. Do you know the shelter manager ín your area ?

No.....0 Yes....l- NR.....98
]-4. Have you ever visited and checked the conditions of the

hurricane shelter in your area?

No...0 Yes...l_ NR....98

l-5. Do you know the Disaster Coordinator for NevÍs?

No....0 Yes....1 NR...98

Yes. . . .1
Yes....1
Yes....1
Yes. . . .1
Yes. . . .1
Yes....1
Yes....L

16. Can you recall the name
these hurricanes?

L924 Hurricane
L928 Hurricane
Hurricane Hugo

and year (s) when you experiencd

No.....0
No.....0
No.....0

Yes. . . .1
Yes....1
Yes. . . .1



L7.

PERCEPTTON OI' EI'RRTCAITES

How would you respond the st,atement that rhurricanes
present a very serious threat to the Carribbeanrl

Strongly Disagree .....1
Disagree ....2
Uncertain... .....3
Agree .......4
Strongly ....5

How like1y do you think it is for another hurricane to
occur in Nevis over the next fíve years?

L8.

Very unlikely .....1
Unlikely .....2
Uncertain... ......3
Likely .......4
Very like1y .......5

l-9. If there is another hurricane, do you think that you
will suffer any damage?

No....0 Yes....l- DK....97 NR....98

20. Do you think that you can do anything to reduce the damage
that can be caused by hurricane?
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No....0 Yes....1

21-. If yes, what can you do?

Make my house stronger No....0
Reinforce house roof No....0
Bar up windows and doors No....O
Pray to God No....O
Take other precautions No....0

22. Do you know when the hurricane season begins and ends?

No....0 Yes....1- DK....97 NR.....9g

Yes....l-
Yes....l-
Yes. . . .l-
Yes.. . .1
Yes....1
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'! INST'RÀI{CE

People sometirnes insure their homes against natural hazardssuch as earthquakes, floods and hurricanes.

23. Is your horne insured against hurricanes?

No...0 Yes...1 ÐK...97 NR....98
ff yes, go to guestion 24

24. rf Do, $¡hy have you not insured your home against
hurricanes.

Too expensive No....O yes....1
Not available No....O yes....1
Insurance rob people No....0 yes....1
It wonrt help No....0 yes....1
Donrt believe in insurance No....0 yes....1
House is strong enough No....0 yes....1
It wonrt help No....0 yes....1

25. rf yes, in what year r¡¡as your home first insured against
hurricanes?

(Year) code actual year

SECTION TWO

QI'ESTION8 ABOUT YOTIR EXPERIENCE TÍITE ET'RRICANE ETTGO

rn this section r wilr ask specific questions about your
experience with hurricane Hugo

26. Did you experience hurricane Hugo?

Yes...L No....0 NR....98

rf no, go to gEcrroN 3, rf yes go to the ¡ext question

27 - Did you receive any warnings before hurricane Hugo?

No...0 Yes...1 DK.. ..97 NR....99
If no go to question 30
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28. rf yes, did you believe that the hurricane wourd strike
Nevis?

No....O Yes....1 DK....97 NR....99
29. what was your main source of information about the

hurricane?

Radio No....O yes....i_
Television No....0 yes....l_
Neighbours/friends No. . ..0 yes. .. .1
Politician No....0 yes....l_

How would you describe the quality of warning received?

Very adequate ...1_
Adequate .......2
Neither adequate nor inadequate. . . . . 3
fnadequate.. ....4
Very inadequate.. ....5

Do you think that the irnpact of hurricane Hugo vras:

Much less than ex¡lected .......1
Less than expected .......2
About what was expected .......3
Much more than expected .......4
More than expected .......5
DK. . . .97
NR.. .....98

30.

3L.

32. Before the hurricane, were you
that could have been taken
hurricanes?

No...O Yes...L DK....97

If no, go to question 34

33. If yês, what type(s) of
take?

Moved to sheÌter
Reinforced sheeting
Bar up windows and doors
Stocked up food & water
Clear debris from yard

av¡are of any precautions
to reduce the inpact of

NR. . .98

precautionary measures did you

No....0
No....0
No....0
No....0
No....0

Yes....1
Yes....1
Yes. . . .1
Yes. . . .1
Yes....1
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34. ff none, what was the main reasons for not doing so?

Did not receive warning No. . .0 yes. . .1
Thought house was strong enough No...0 yes...1
Did not believe warning No...0 yes...1
Underestimated hurricane strength No. . .0 yes. . .t-
It was God's Ï,Iork No...O yes...t_

35. Was either your house or its contents
hurricane?

No....0 Yes....l- DK....97

If yes ¡ go to guestion 37

36. If no, why do you think that your

House was sheltered No.
House v/as strong enough No.
I prepared for Hugo No.
God spared me No.

DÀMAGE AND RECOVERY

37-

Go to question 42

If yes, why do you think that your house was damaged?

House was not strong enough No....0 yes....1
Hurricane was too strong No....O yes....1
Did not take precautions No....0 yes....1
ft was God,s work No....0 yes....i-

Other

damaged during

NR. . . .98

38. Which part of your home was most damaged.?

Roof ......1
$ialls z
Windows ...3
Doors .....4
Furni-ture.... .......5
si11.. ....6
Floor .. . ..7
NA.. ......8
NR.. ......9

Other

house

...0

...0

...0

...o

was not

Yes...
Yes...
Yes...
Yes...

damaged?

.1_

.l_

.t_

.1-



39. What proportion of your house was damaged?

o 202.. ...1_
2L 402.. ...2
4L 602.. ...3
61 80U.. ...4
81- 100? .....5
DK.. ....97
NR.. ....98

40. What was the approximate cost of the damage to your
house?
$nC------(totaI damage) Code actual figure

4r. Do you think that the damaqe to your home courd have been
prevented in any way?

No. . .0 Yes. . . .l- DK. . .97

42. Did you incur darnage to any ofthe

Livestock No....0
Cash crops No. . . .0
Vegetables No....O
Tree crops No. . . .0
Fishing boat No....O
Fish pots No....O
Vehicle No....0
NR.........98

43. Did you receive help in money or kind to

No....0 Yes...1 DK....97

ff no, go to question 47

44. ff yes, what type (s) of assistance did
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NR. . . .98

folwing?

Yes....l-
Yes....L
Yes. . . .1
Yes....L
Yes....l-
Yes....1
Yes. . . .1

Money No.
Reduced Rates on Loans No.
T-l--l-L Pl1n*ood No.
Lapboard No.
Galvanised sheeting No.
Labour No.
Nails No.
Too1s No.
Wood No.
Hurricane clipps No.
Fishing wire/rope/balls No.

repair your horne?

NR....9

you receive?

Yes.
Yes.
Yes,
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.



45. What r{as your source of assistance?

Government
Church
Relatives
Friends
NGOts
Insurrance
NR. . . .98

46. !{as your livelihood dj-srupted in any way by the hurricane

No....0 Yes....1 NR...98

No....0 Yes....1
No....0 Yes....1
No....O Yes....1
No....O Yes....1
No....0 Yes....1
No....0 Yes....l-

UITIGÀTION

Since hurricane Hugo have you done anything to ensurre
that your house will be more resistant to damages
from future hurricane darnaqes.

47.

No....O

ff no, go to question 49

48. If yes, what have you done to reduce storm damage?
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Make house stronger
Purchase/built shutters
Reinforce roof during hurricane season
Plant trees to shelter home
Repair home
Make new house hurricane resistant
Built new home

Yes....l-

49.

NR....98

If no, why haven't you taken

Too expensive
House is safe
It won't help
Hurricane won't come again

50. Do you think that the government of can do anything
better prepare people for hurricanes?

No....0 Yes....1_ DK....97 NR....99

Other

No...0 Yes...L
No...0 Yes...1
No. .0 Yes. . .1
No...0 Yes...1
No...0 Yes...1
No. ..0 Yes. . .1
No...0 Yes...l-

st,eps to protect your home?

No....0 Yes....1
No....0 Yes....1
No....O Yes....1
No....0 Yes....1



51. If yes, how do you think that the government can help?

Educate people No. . . .0 yes. . . .1
Improve warning No....O yes....L
Enforce building codes No....O yes....i-
Build and maintain shelters No....O yes....1
fmprove training No....0 Yes....1
l.lf harv 9¡¡9!

SECTION THREE

QTESTIONS ÀBOUT EOUSEHOTTD CEÀRACTERTSTICS

In order to relate the given information about hurricanes and
severe tropical storms to the different kinds of people
interviewed I will nor¡r ask some questions about your
household.

If no, go to section 3

52. How many people Ij-ve permanently in your household?
code actual numbers

NR. . . .98

Sex of Respondent
Male L Female....2

Age of respondent..
Code actual age

53.

54.
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55. Level- of education attained by respondent

No formal education. .... . . .1
Primary .....2
Some secondary... .....3
Completed secondary. . . .. . . .4
Post secondary... .....5
University... ....6
Occupation of respondent

Professional ....1
Civil servant ........2
Teacher ....3
Unskilled worker .....4
Skilled worker .......5
Domestic worker ......6

56.
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Farmer . ....7
Fishennan... ....8
Policeman... ...L0
Businessman. ...11
Service Industry ....12
Unemployed... .......13
Retired ...L4

57. Are you a member of a church? ff, yes which denomination?

Anglican .......1
Baptist ........2
IrTesleyan Holiness ........3
Methodist... ........4
Seventh Day Adventist ....5
Roman Catholic ......6
Penticostal. ........7

ITOUSING STRT'CtrT'RE

58. What is the main material from which the house is made?

Blocks .......1
Stones .......2
Wood/board.. ......3
Bl-ocks & wood .....4
Stones & wood .....5
Blocks, wood & stones.......6

59. Roofing Material

Galvanised sheeting No....0 Yes....1
Shingle No....O Yes....l-
Asphalt tile No....0 Yes....l-
White pine No....0 Yes....1
PlYwood No" "0 Yes....1
Panne1 board No....0 Yes....1_

What is used to attach the roof to the waLls?

Concrete No...O Yes...1
Nails No...O Yes...l
Screws No...O Yes...l
I^iire No...O Yes...l
Brackets No...O Yes...1
Bolts No...O yes...l_
Steel through rafter No...0 yes...1

60.



6i-. What type of windows does

Metal louvres No..
Glass louvres No..
Glass windows No..
Awning windows No..
Wooden windows No..

62. Do you have glass doors?

No....0 Yes....1 NR...98

63. ff yes, what arrangements do you have
the event of a hurricane?

Permanent Shutters
Removable shutters
Board and Nails
Taping
Other

64. What is the main shape of

your house

. .0 Yes. ..

..0 Yes...

..0 Yes...

. .0 Yes. ..

. .0 Yes.. .

have?

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

Hip. .....1
Gable ....2
Lean to.. .....3
Flat roof .....4
Hip C Gable ...5
Hip c shed ....6
Gab1e & shed .......7
Hip, gable & shed .8
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65. Irlhat is the length of your roof overhang

Less than 18 inches. . . l-
More than L8 inches...2
NR. . .98

66. How steep is your roof/pitch?

t-o 1,9......2
20 34......3
35 - 45......4
Over 45......5

No.
No.
No.
No.

to protect thern in

Yes....l-
Yes. . . .1
Yes....1
Yes....l-

...0

...0

...0

...0

the roof?



67. fs your house foudation?

Permanent.......1
Partial ........2
Impermanent.....3

Type of land tenure.68.

Personally owned. . . . . . l-
Rented ......2
Fanily owned .....3
Leased ......4
Caretaker... .....5

69. Is the house?

Personally owned. . . . . 1
Rented .....2
Farnily owned ....3
Leased .....4
Caretaker.... ...5

70.

Clinching No...
Hurricane Shutters No. . .
Hurricane straps No...
Diagonal braces No...
Bolts (roof) No...
Anchor bolts No...
Rafter Anchorage No...
Purline No...

7L. Which do you have at present?

Clinching No...
Hurricane Shutters No. . .
Hurricane Straps No...
Diagonal braces No...
Bolts (roof) No...
Anchor Bo1ts No...
Rafter Anchorage No...
Purline No...

72. Age of home.
Code actual age......

Did you have any of the following safety features before
hurrucane Hugo?
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73. Wïren was the home last repaired?
Code actual year

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

...1

...1

...1

...1

...1_

...1

...1

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

...1

...1_

...1

...1

...1

...1_

...1

...1"



74. Number of storeys......
code actual number

EOUSEEOIJD PREPAREDNESS
75.

I.Ie are in the niddle of the L994
indicate whether you have taken
have the following items.

Cut over hanging trees
Checked all hurricane shutter shooksetc?
Firmly fastened down your roof?
Secured items in your yard?
A battery-po\^/ered radio?
A working flashlight,?
A hurricane lamp?
À supply of board and nails?
A first aid kit?
Containers to store clean water?
A farnily evacuation plan
Is your insurance coverage up to date?

CEECKIJIST

PERSONAT OBSERVARIONS

76. Condition of home

Poor . . .1-
Moderate ....2
Average .....3
Good ........4
Excellent. . . . . . . . 5

hurricane season, please
the following actions or
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77. Chances of withstanding hurricane force winds

Poor .......1_
Moderate........2
Average ....3
Good .......4
Excellent. . . . . . . 5

78. Exposure of Home

Very exposed.....1
Exposed .....2
Averag:e 3
She1tered... .....4
Very sheltered...5

No...0
No...0
No...0
No...0
No. . .0
No...0
No. . .0
No. . .0
No. . .0
No...0
No...0
No...0

Yes...1
Yes...L
Yes. . . l-
Yes. . .1
Yes. . .1
Yes...1
Yes. . . l-
Yes. . . l-
Yes. . .1
Yes...1
Yes. . . l-
Yes. . .1
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79. Attitude to guestioning

Deceptive... ......1
Reluctant. . . ......2
Open and willing.. .....3

80. Is there anything else that you would like to tell me
about hurricanes and Hurricane Hugo?

End of Questionnaire



ÀPPENDIX C

Prepared for Hurricane Hugo by Age Categories

Prepared

No

Yes

TOTALS

Prepared for Hurricane Hugo by Level of Education

Under 36

Prepared

Àge Categories

9

19

36

28

No

60

32

Yes

Primary

TOTALS

L67

56

Over 60

88

34

Some
Secondary

TotaIs

44

Prepared

40

Level of Education

Prepared for Hugo by Occupational Categories

7L

74

115

75

L4

Completed
Secondary

Ll,5

16

l_90

No

30

Civil
Servan
ts

Yes

TOTAI,S

Post-
Second
ary

9

L4

Prinary &

Constructi
on

Occupational Categories

23

TotaIs

7

L0

l3

19

20

Business
&

Service

29

77

24

L20

]-97

43

Retired
&

Umemploy
ed

67

16

24

Totals

40

28

40

68



Adoption of
Mitigation

Adoption of Mítigation by Age Categories

No

Yes

TOTÀLS

Under 36

Age Categories

Adoption of Mitigation by Level of Education

Adoption of
Mitigation

5

22

36

27

60

168

35

56

Over 60

No

Yes

9l-

Primary

TOTALS

Totals

35

39

74

Some
Secondary

5t-

75

Level of Education

1-L7

68

119

L92

10

Completed
Secondary

2T

31

Post
Second
-ary

5

T7

22

Totals

T2

1_5

27

77

L20

]-99



Adoption of Mitigation by Occupational Categories

Adoption of
Mitigation

No

Civil
Servant

Yes

TOTAIS

Occupational Categories

Prinary &

Construc-
tion

I

1-2

.20

Business
&

Service

33

L69

35

68

Retired
& Unem-
ployed

13

27

40

23

Totals

46

69

77

]-20

L97


